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Oswald Jones is a professional photographer in 
England, a friend, did a whole batch of photos, this 
was just one that Scribners for some reason liked 
of the ‘authoress’ – the others actually I really like 
do/look like a witch about to spring some fantastic 
monstrous thing out of thin air.1 

1 Letter to Robert 
Sward, 25th February 
1966, (Olin Library, 
St. Louis, Washington 
University: Robert 
Sward Papers)



The paper has been stamped ‘confidential’, meaning 
not quite secret. But technically forbidden. Reading is 
always about a relationship of trust: I am reading this in 
‘confidence’; as I scan these words, they are supposed to 
remain with me, only me, and yet I am fighting the urge 
to write about it. There is no martyred author here, only a 
ghost typist: a spectral sort of secretary. I look at her CV. I 
read in between the numbers, the signed and dated ‘truth’; 
I find life in its enumerative grammar. Was she married or 
single? Single. Number of children? None. Three hundred 
and seven pounds per annum, typing at one hundred and 
fifty-five respectively. 

On 9th October 1959, she takes up her post as part-time 
secretary at the Royal College of Art Painting School, after 
being cleared fit by her doctor. This would later become 
more tenuous, as her doctor would become more doubtful, 
mirrored in the note-writing analyst character of Dr. X in 
the The Unmapped Country, the novel she was working on at 
the time of her death. ‘I’ve got the pen here. Do you see the 
pen?’ He questions the patient, waving the phallic tool in 
her face.2 She longed for the pen, but was inscribed as record 
instead; forced to work behind a docile desk, to be made 
answerable to Sir. Made into ink. Unable to resume duties. 

But things happened quickly back then; she was only 
interviewed on the 8th. She will be answerable to Professor 
Carel Weight, the ‘e’ making him a ‘he’, unsurprisingly: it 
is 1959. She got the job off her friend, the novelist Paddy 
Kitchen; typing for money, but writing at night. No choice 
but to be a nighthawk for the woman writer. Sylvia woke 
at dawn to be a writer before wife and mother, typing up 
Ted’s poems as part of the deal. And Vivienne was Tom’s 

failed starts and fag-ashed manuscripts

2 Ann Quin, The 
Unmapped Country, 
unfinished novel, (The 
Lilly Library, Indiana 
University: Calder & 
Boyars Mss.), p. 1
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secretary too, before he stole all her stories and robbed her 
raw material: before he pathologised her as mad with his 
pen.3 The male writer as the genius/drunk-doctor. But at 
least the secretary I’m looking at is nudging the 1960s; at 
least she had a room of her own: she chose ‘single’. In her 
room at 62 Redcliffe Road, S.W. 10, her door is shut; she 
is free to write and think, totally singular to herself. Bed, 
table and chair are all directed to the typewriter.  

I think of that photograph of you – taken by Oswald Jones 
(did he propose to you in the back of a taxi once? No, 
that was that other writer, your friend Eva Figes) {Fig. 1}. 
There you are smoking one of those 1960s monochrome 
cigarettes, caught mid-sentence, talking not puffing, 
staring at the cracks in the woodchip ceiling: distracted 
by your own textured thoughts. I think of you surrounded 
by crumpled end-stops, by failed starts and fag-ashed 
manuscripts, working on that soon to be published first 
novel, alone, with your bedsit door closed, scrawling away 
in fevered singularity, just like Marguerite Duras desires: 
‘The solitude of writing is a writing without which could 
not be produced,’ she writes, ‘or would crumble, drained 
bloodless by the urge of something else to write.’4 That 
first novel was named after that painter you obsessed over, 
Adrian Berg. It wasn’t until late 1962 that you submitted 
it to the Beckett-publishers Calder and Boyars, desperate 
to live on more than the £7 a week you were earning at 
the art school. 

Looking at this portrait is like reading the confidential. 
Following the spiky, slanted angles of her signature, I feel 
like I almost know her, and I feel the same familiarity when 
staring at her portrait: that paused, incomplete smile, or 

3 Kate Zambreno, 
Heroines, (Los Angeles: 
Semiotext(e), 2012), 
p. 186

4 Marguerite Duras, 
Writing, (Minneapolis: 
University of 
Minnesota Press, 2011), 
p. 2

{Fig. 1} Oswald Jones, Ann Quin, Early 1960s (c) Adam 

Horovitz for the estate of Oswald Jones
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staccatoed morpheme, its sound trapped in the photographic 
chemicals. Decades have passed since her death, and time 
has rendered her signature unknowable: it has buried her 
form and face. Six feet under; The Literary Underground. 
There is purpose in prodding the earth, having a root 
around, especially if it empowers her ink to speak, and 
erases his. Words should not rest in peace; they should 
ignite the present, reinstate restlessness as a fighting form. 
This is what she did then, and could do now. Can you keep 
a secret? Because that’s what she is. 

v

‘I do not know the name Ann Quin,’ was the response I 
received from the RCA archive, when I first went prodding. 
Total negation. Or, more likely: unavoidable naiveté.  There 
is traffic in any workplace, sure (Quin jumped desks 
three times in three years), but not all institutions breed 
famous artists, designers and writers as alumni. Quin falls 
into the final camp; the difference being is she’s not that 
famous (these days anyway). For three years while working 
at the RCA, before she went travelling with her second 
novel’s advance, she was just another number: there was 
no glory in her night-time ink. No reason to treasure her 
tricksiness, when dealt the hand of Ann-onymity. And no 
literary executor to speak of: in a letter to her friend Father 
Brocard Sewell, with the misspelt title ‘Re: Ann Marie Quinn 
deceased’, the family’s solicitor writes, ‘Unfortunately Miss 
Quin’s various assets seem to have become somewhat widely 
distributed since her death’.5 Little bits of Quin, of her life 
and her work, have been scattered like ashes.

It is exactly this kind of everyday ephemera that would 
find a way into her catalogue writing; claimed back, the 
personal re-won. Behind her seemingly subservient desk, 
the typist can re-route her finger-tipped energies, and 
hang up the telephone, in order to write what Kristeva 
called ‘nonsentences’ of endless syntax, and ‘disorderly 
multiplicity.’6 This is the ambush of the marginal, the 
libidinal literature born out of writing straight onto a 
typewriter for what Quin said was ‘three hours without 
a stop’.7 This is the uncensored, perverse act of writing; 
also known as jouissance. I’m talking about what Barthes 
called texts of pleasure, in which syntax is broken down, 
pulled apart, and flayed beyond recognition, so as to revel 
in its uneven, extreme texture. Syntactical shrapnel, in other 
words, a mosaic of stuff, material and linguistic: ‘Pleasure 
in pieces; language in pieces; culture in pieces.’8  In texts 
like these, language is never safe; words are like bullets 
to be moved around the page, threatening explosion. The 
secretary’s nocturnal output, a literary kind of Blitz.

In the unpublished short story ‘Matters of the Heart’, a 
secretary longs to give up her day job. In diary-form, subject 
to handwritten amendments by the author, she bites back 
in language: 

at times I would feel like to muck up all those official letters, 
Dear

 Dear Sod, 
  Thanks for your shitty letter of fucking 
yesterday…9

With strike-throughs, and smudges, third-time lucky altered 
phonemes, the unpublished manuscript does not kill the 

5 Letter from Selwood 
Leathes Hooper 
solicitors in Father 
Brocard Sewell 
Archive, owned and 
compiled by Jane 
Percival, now held in 
East Finchley, London

6 Julia Kristeva, Desire 
in Language: A Semiotic 
Approach to Literature 
and Art, (New York: 
Columbia University 
Press, 1980), p. 99

7 Ann Quin quoted in 
Giles Gordon, ‘Boswell 
Meets Ann Quin’, 
Scotsman, (April 1965), 
p. 2

8 Roland Barthes, trans. 
by Richard Miller, 
The Pleasure of the Text, 
(London: Jonathan 
Cape, 1976), p. 51

9 Ann Quin, ‘Matters 
of the Heart’, (London: 
Carol Burns’s private 
collection, date 
unknown)
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author with its form; it contains the writer within its process. 
And it’s all so evident on the page in ink, as visceral as it is 
vengeful. The words are not static; they have not been edited 
or smoothed out, and are therefore difficult to read in any 
recognisable pattern, and rectilinear order. But with this work 
comes reward: it resuscitates the author, alongside its form. The 
character is put under sedation in a hospital in Stockholm: so 
was Quin. Biography bleeds into this abject literature: it is 
eruptive, messy, and raw; a toxic excess; linguistic fluid that 
is owned by, possessed by, written by her-SELF. 

She writes her memoirs into dangerous fictions, reversing 
the ‘gag order from modernism’10  that disavowed the female 
novelist from writing with her eye in a mirror; her eye on 
her body; or even her hand in her body. Too unclean, too 
hysterical, but if a male writer puts it out there, it’s an 
existential document of the times. Even Woolf warned of 
the naked limitations of autobiography; in A Room of One’s 
Own, she writes: ‘The impulse towards autobiography may 
be spent. She may be beginning to use writing as an art, 
not as a method of self-expression.’11 Why not both? In  
‘Matters of the Heart’, autobiographical confession explodes 
the fictional forms used to track it. The body’s raw insides 
collaborate with the verbal, as if a stylistic conspiracy: form 
pleasuring content, and vice versa. The title of this story is 
a metonym for its proximity to her chest; it was written in 
private, away from the publishing centre, within something 
outside of what is known. 

This manuscript has been manhandled; its type touched 
and dirtied across different decades. In 1957, Marguerite 
Duras would have called this surreptitious script an isolated 
body of ‘virtual literature’, in a kind of clairvoyant looking 

10 Kate Zambreno, 
Heroines, p. 235

11 Virginia Woolf, A 
Room of One’s Own, (St 
Albans: Triad/Panther 
Books, 1977), p. 76

forward to hypertext literariness. Unpublished, peripheral, 
and strangely intimate, it is an ‘abyss, a black night out of 
which comes that “bizarre thing”, literature, and into which 
almost all of it disappears again without a trace.’12  Duras 
is interested in the unknown, the dispersed and the errant, 
be they scattered papers, or bound books. And as Blanchot 
argues in The Book to Come, ‘the experience of literature is 
the very test of dispersion,’ – it exiles itself from what is 
unified, it escapes from genre, erodes all laws; a dispersed 
scattering of formal elements: ‘it is error and the outside, 
elusive, irregular.’13  It pulls the rug from under our feet. 

Biography might send telegrams to the text; but written in 
fictional codes, they will demand decryption. I am surrounded 
by a life unknown, and a literature unknown: are text and 
author still divorced, like Barthes imposed in 1967, when 
Quin was writing her second novel, Passages? The life has 
been branded a stumbling block to interpretation, biography 
an entropic weight on the energy of the form. It has been the 
text that matters for so long, and only the text – style, form, 
structure, The Word: who wrote it, when and where, does not 
breathe life into the form, it makes its textual heart stop. But 
literary bombast can sit by biography; in fact, it can release 
it, it can set it free from the tyranny of linear order. When 
a life has yet to be plaqued and inscribed in stone, all that 
remains is splintered stuff, lurking in shadows; crumbled 
remains of form. 

Within Quin’s employee records there are doctors’ notes 
scattered throughout: the flimsy ephemera of illness, 
scrawled ‘evidence’ of her numerous mental breakdowns. 
Sweeney said she couldn’t work, certified so. I look to copy out 
the reasons why – him writing for her with the ‘mechanical 

12 Marguerite Duras, 
1957, cited in Joe 
Milutis, Failure, 
(London: Zero Books, 
2012), p. 4
  
13 Maurice Blanchot, 
trans. by Charlotte 
Mendell, The Book 
to Come, (California: 
Stanford University 
Press), p. 205
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precision’14 of Dr. X – but his writing is too gnarled and of 
its period to be legible; I can only guess, invent, that the 
so-called ‘ailment’ is psychological. (On August 27th 1973, 
Ann Quin would walk into the English Channel and the 
pebbles from Brighton beach very quickly disappeared from 
beneath her feet, to ‘grind against the pier’s iron grids.’15) It 
is more likely this note is referring to the glandular TB with 
which she was struck down, while working at the art college, 
described in the memoir ‘Leaving School’. But biography 
is always about estimates, transforming base elements into 
something other than mundane. A mobile thing that flies 
over, below and through temporal categories, it relies on 
the imagination to transcend the tissue-paper facts. To 
write about Quin’s formal stylistics, around and through 
her life’s travels, is to reject the cleanliness of demarcated 
genre. It strips everything down to its naked body parts, 
exposed and multiple: unclean.
 
Language is her governing material: descriptive and 
representational, it is also bodily and erotic, despite it dealing 
with the seeming neutrality of objects and spaces. Her work 
crosses into a sort of paraphilia, whereby hermetically sealed 
semantics are blown to pieces, and lone vocables appear 
aroused by their own make-up, so that the content is found 
in the patchwork of the prose: in the ways its parataxis speaks. 
Words shift and agitate; sometimes they work in isolation, 
sometimes in pairs: often in spiralling, corkscrew syntax, 
screwing convention. Words come into the light to disappear 
into the darkness.  Clarity comes and goes: images come 
and go too, travel into the future and into the past, like the 
robotic movement of the penny slot machines that decorate 
Quin’s Brighton Pier.

14 Quin, The Unmapped 
Country, p. 2
  
15 Ann Quin, Berg, 
(Illinois: Dalkey 
Archive Press, 2001), 
p. 23
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This much is true: Ann Quin was born in Brighton on the 
17th March 1936, to an Irish Father (but he soon left (then 
resurfaced16)), and a Scottish Mother, a ‘tough old bird with 
all the Glasgow gargle.’17  She lived in Ovingdean, which is 
a small village past Roedean College, up on a hill, facing 
the sea. She lived in one half of two square white houses on 
Longhill Road, and studied at Walpole Lodge, a convent 
school, but she wasn’t a Catholic: ‘I was sent to a convent 
to be brought up “a lady”. To say gate and not giate’.18  She 
played a fiery Caliban in a school production of The Tempest 
(her isle would be forever filled with noises), but all she left 
school with was, ‘A death wish and a sense of sin. Also a 
great lust to find out, experience what evil really was.’19 Quin 
would lust over this evil in the very fabric of her prose; she 
would come to penetrate and incise its insides with form 
itself, the novel’s very reason for being. 

In 1964, the year her first novel Berg is published, Quin is 
writing in a tradition that extends back to Artaud’s ‘Theatre 
of Cruelty’, which groped for a naked, gestural language 
of aesthetic exorcism. Maggie Nelson recognises Artaud’s 
(anti)-aesthetic manifesto as having a deciding impact on 
the art of the twentieth century (as well the twenty-first); 
an art ‘beyond all limits’20, ‘its crackle is still audible’.’21 It 
can be heard in Berg too, in its form, and its content: in its 
spiky rhythms, and its cracked-out metaphors; and in its 
unhinged ‘hair-restorer’ Alistair Berg, ‘who changed his 
name to Greb’, and who goes to ‘a seaside town intending 
to kill his father…’22  This is the novel’s opening line; terse, 
naked, near monosyllabic, it is also guttural and serrated, 
an epigraph of anti-lyricism, and anagrammatic play. With 
a page all to itself, it is a cruel kind of poetry…
 

a girl called quin, first name ann, left a 
seaside town for london, and then the 

world, where she would look to kill the 

novel with language...

16 Letter to Sward, 2nd 
July 1967: ‘What shook 
me at first was that he 
was ‘an old man’, in fact 
seemed and looked so 
much older than Mother; 
I was pretty shaky when 
meeting him ‘under 
the clock’ at Victoria 
station!’ (Olin Library)
  
17 John Carter interview, 
(London: 26.03.2013)
  
18 Ann Quin, ‘Leaving 
School’, London 
Magazine, Vol. 6, No. 4, 
(July 1996), p. 63

19 Ibid  

20 Antonin Artaud cited 
in Maggie Nelson, 
The Art of Cruelty: 
A Reckoning, (New 
York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2011), p. 15
 
21 Nelson, The Art of 
Cruelty, p. 29

22 Quin, Berg, p. 1
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The shadowy, seaside town in which the narrative is set 
is as ‘anti-lyrical’ as its prologue: assumed to be Quin’s 
hometown Brighton, its ‘façade of off-white lodging houses, 
the hotels, all discarded props’23 evokes the image of a fad-
ed postcard picture. Rendered in Quin’s two-dimensional, 
chromatic language, the Brighton of Berg is foggy and flat; 
stock-type images dirtied and obscured, they function as 
a flimsy stage-set, ‘without concrete information’.24 The 
architecture of the novel speaks through its figurative 
linguistics, a performance in writing itself: a metaphoric 
language of imagistic rebellion. Quin’s interest in masquer-
ade thus stretches down through its content – the cast of 
‘chalked face’ clowns; old Berg with his ‘puppet-like face’; 
his lover Judith’s ‘pigeon eyes with mascara fly-squashed 
in the corners’25 – into its form; hers is a language dressed 
up, made-up: inked. 

Seedy and unbound, Quin’s language of role-playing per-
formance insults the picturesque and tries on grotesque 
linguistic costumes. It does the ‘wrong’ thing, converges 
objects that are naturally divergent, such as the nonsensical 
‘leaves’ like ‘sun-baked lizards’26 , or ‘eyes’ like ‘rusty pin 
heads’.27  Quin favours truncated images – visual shards, 
curiously incomplete and unnatural, rather than narrative 
wholes. As Robert Nye describes in a post-mortem discus-
sion of her work, Quin’s ‘best writing hoards words as if 
they were pebbles washed smooth by huge seas of experi-
ence.’28  She combs through the debris of language to pick 
out the delinquent word, and to delight in its fractured 
arrangement. 

Circling outside the habitual movements of syntax, it is from 
within the joins of language itself that Quin cuts convention, 

and communicates violence. The narrative fakes a murder – 
Berg only slaughters his Father’s ventriloquist dummy in a 
jokey act of homicidal failure; but the novel’s formal stran-
gulations are all real. From Berg’s subconscious, in which he 
ponders the seductive prospect of patricide, unfolds a violent 
scene of uncontrollable linguistic composition: ‘He must go 
back soon, enter their room, catch the old man by himself, 
one blow, that’s all that’s necessary, or a tight grasp around 
the neck, that stringy sinewy flesh, wring like one would a 
chicken, and the remains?’29  The meaty language and bodily 
rhythms make visceral marks on the page, inscribing the text 
with a performative violence: fictionalised, and imagined, like 
the murder-that-does-not-happen from which the chaotic 
narrative rebounds. The syntax resembles stage-directives; 
its focus is on the monosyllabic verbs – blow, grasp, wring 
– making Quin’s formal actions as active as the story itself. 

v

I find similar phonetic strike patterns in 69 Things to Do 
with a Dead Princess, Stewart Home’s pastiche of Quin’s 
(fake-murder)-Modernism, where he trades a smoggy 
Brighton for an equally grubby Aberdeen. The opening 
chapter riffs on Berg’s own existential epilogue (‘A man 
who no longer called himself Callum came to Aberdeen 
intent on ending his own life.’30); while the narrator, a 
Literature student at the university, is given the name 
Anna Noon. The assonant closeness to the book’s fêted 
ghost-author can hardly be an accidental gimmick. The 
ventriloquist dummy which forms the novel’s ‘joke’, as 
in Berg, is given a blow-job by the narrator, screaming 

23 Quin, Berg, p. 29 
 
24 Quin, Berg, p. 31

25 Quin, Berg, p. 69, 
p. 49

26 Quin, Berg, p. 110

27 Quin, Berg, p. 13

28 Robert Nye, ‘Ann 
Quin’, Contemporary 
Novelists, (St. James 
Press, 1972)

29 Quin, Berg, p. 27

30 Home, 69 Things to 
Do with a Dead Princess, 
p. 1
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with linguistic pleasure: ‘Anna. Anna. It was the same 
whichever way you said it. Backwards. Forwards. Ana-
gramatised.’31  The novel’s form is aroused by A.N.N.(A). 
And in the playful ‘Footnotes’, a non-fiction book-end to 
the fiction – a fiction itself, Home divulges his inspira-
tion for the opening’s truncated syntactical arrangement: 
‘Despite ongoing rumours of a B.S. Johnson revival, I feel 
our attention could be more usefully directed towards 
Ann Quin.’32  

The book is a chaotic collage of references, unhindered 
by temporal period. Within it exists a frenetic splurge of 
‘Other’ books, stitched together in a way that suggests 
avant-gardism is as readily consumed as Anna and Alan’s 
cheap seafront meals. Parodic discussions of theory and 
literature (everyone from Dick Hebdige and Chris Kraus, 
to Quin’s French contemporaries, Nathalie Sarraute and 
Alain Robbe-Grillet – whose anthropomorphic snapshot 
of a ‘Dressmaker’s Dummy’ is another instance of pup-
pet playfulness) interrupt pornographic dream-sequences, 
thereby suggesting reading to be a libidinal, desiring act. 
Books are passed on fetishistically, and scatalogically (‘I 
liked to cup them in my hands as I took a shit’33); from 
one author’s hand to another, to be re-written in appro-
priated jokes. 

As well as adopting Berg’s stuffed protagonist, and allud-
ing to Quin’s background bookshelf, Home lives out this 
appropriation in the very form of the novel itself: frenzied 
and accelerated, he adopts Quin’s abject linguistics. To write 
is to appropriate, and to appropriate is to forge; as Home 
writes:  ‘It should go without saying that language is a tricky 
thing and that honesty has always hidden itself in lies.34’ 

v

The tricksiness of language – its toiling after truth – is 
summed up by the ways in which Quin’s suicide has been 
written, and etched back into her writing: death lived out 
in language. Always destined to fail. In the unpublished 
short story, ‘Nude and Seascape’, a coastal murder does 
happen (unlike in Berg), or maybe it’s death by drowning: 
‘dark hair crawled up the wrist’ of the abandoned female 
cadaver.35 Those interested in Quin’s suicide would probably 
mythologise this image as being a tragic symbiosis of art 
and life, a psychic happening: two bodies, both washed up 
ashore. In Nigel Jones’s biography of her, titled ‘Too Far 
Out’, he begins her life media res; starts with her suicide, 
and a naked one at that: ‘a beautiful young woman took 
off her clothes on Brighton beach and walked slowly into 
the sea. When her body was washed up there was nothing 
to identify her, just her bra and knickers.’36 Jones falls into 
the trap of metaphor; poeticises, regularises her body as 
being that of another woman writer who chose death by 
drowning. It watercolours her body, paints it as pathology.

Even now, when inscribed by masculine ink, the female 
suicide is written as helpless; it’s not a question of being 
or not being; it’s a question of lyrical surrender. The male 
author/doctor will medicalize it as illness; the coroner’s 
report will say ‘mad’: the sentence will stamp the body as 
the weak, disintegrated subject. And don’t people love to 
know the gory details: Virginia with rocks in her pockets; 
Sylvia with her head in the oven37; Anna and her heroin; 
Ann in her knickers. 

31 Home, 69 Things to 
Do with a Dead Princess, 
p. 13

32 Home, 69 Things to 
Do with a Dead Princess, 
p. 169

33 Home, 69 Things to 
Do with a Dead Princess, 
p. 57
  
34 Home, 69 Things to 
Do with a Dead Princess, 
p. 104

35 Ann Quin, ‘Nude 
and Seascape’, (London: 
Sewell Archive), p. 1

36 Nigel Jones, ‘‘Too 
Far Out’: Ann Quin, A 
Death in the English 
Avant-Garde’, The 
Devil: A Magazine of 
New Writing, (Hove: 
The Printer’s Devil, 
1996), p. 60

37 Zambreno, Heroines, 
p. 206
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If we’re going to read about Quin’s suffering, her experi-
ences in the asylum, we’d do better to look to her own writ-
ing, rather than absorb what others have looked to own, 
possess, fetishize. The same goes for Anna Kavan, whose 
memoir-fiction Asylum Piece is a fragmentary depiction 
of claustrophobia, and madness, whereby the first-person 
narrative scrawls over, and through, her containment: ‘In 
this nameless place nothing appears animate, nothing is 
close, nothing is real; I am pursued by the remembered 
scent of dust sprinkled with rain.’38  The fiction is the only 
real thing: composition her tool to communicate. Quin 
too, in The Unmapped Country, territorialises her own life 
with writing. She shouts through her own silence, reverts 
the doctor’s gaze with a language that is supposedly ‘ille-
gitimate’ in is outspoken, visceral candour:
 

The raising of a needle, the filling of it, hands hold-
ing the body down, eyes unable to see when the 
needle would sink into the flesh… She stared at 
a stain on his waistcoat, like semen between the 
wrinkles, above the separation over his paunch.39  

Quin rewrites the doctor as the helpless demonology; and 
she wrote a TV play around the same time too that played 
with this power struggle: ‘It involves a duologue between 
a patient and an analyst, with the girl’s fantasies coming 
in now and then.’40   

There is a temptation to linger on the last line of The Un-
mapped Country (as an unmapped manuscript) – ‘the pendu-
lum swung back’41 – and to read it as a fatal omen, rather 
than the last line of a work unrelenting in its remapping of 
corporeal experience.42  Form, body and biography cannot be 

carved up into neatly-finished episodes; their languages con-
stantly overlap. To pick at death, to peck at it, aggressively, 
like the ‘gulls that circled above, cat-calling’43 in ‘Nude and 
Seascape’, reduces the obscure, remote, unmapped material, 
to oracle. We don’t have to demonize Quin for her chosen 
final act, or erase it in fear of it overshadowing her life and 
work, but to mingle literary beginning and biographical 
end is too systematic; an imposed ordering system. It does 
not let the form speak its own chaos.

v

‘Nude and Seascape’ documents the afterword of a murder; 
narrative suspense has been shunned: there is no plot-driven 
crescendo, only the disposal of a corpse. A man obsessive-
ly drags the ‘crude pink’ body across ‘pebbles and rocks’; 
through ‘driftwood, pieces of iron, newspaper, saturated 
orange peel, broken bottles’; he is looking for a ‘clear expanse 
of sand’44, not contaminated by modern junk: a picturesque 
seascape for the body to be positioned, rearranged and ap-
propriated. His maniacal pursuit of compositional balance is 
reiterated in Quin’s parataxis; its syntactical sidesteppings, 
almost musical in their neurotic organisation: ‘He placed 
the body in a horizontal position, so that the head faced the 
sea, then he tried it at a right angle. In fact every position 
he could think of…’45 The staggered syntax is fragmented, 
ungovernable: it is ‘a madness that speaks, a madness that 
is acted out in language’.46 This is not Quin’s madness; it is 
the madness of her chosen form, her rhetoric of violence. The 
man decides to ‘hack’ off the woman’s head, ‘cutting into the 
sinews of the neck’.47 The writing is visceral, corporeal and 

38Anna Kavan, Asylum 
Piece, (London: Peter 
Owen Publishers, 
2001), pp. 211-212

39 Quin, The Unmapped 
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angular: the drive of a headless body, somatic not robotic, 
like the elemental, aphonic noises of Bataille. Inasmuch as 
the language defies the mechanical, it is sensual, candid, 
forgetting its content as the clauses accrue. 

The final line is an invitation to an afterlife, after the event 
of writing: ‘He waded into the sea.’48 We are used to indexes 
and endings, a spiritual feeling of hermeneutic wholeness, 
but insofar as the story is unpublished, it remains unfin-
ished, anonymous; awaiting transformation, it waits on 
the borders of bibliography. Marginal and messy, the un-
published short story tempts the atemporal; it transcends 
the limitations of its time, to find thematic partners in the 
contemporary. Who makes their words as fluid as Quin’s, 
without descending into mythic cliché? 

v

In the Eileen Myles memoir-cum-essay-cum-poem ‘Every-
day Barf’, the author takes a boat from Provincetown to 
mainland New York; she has been asked to write a politi-
cal sestina for someone, but has messed up the envoi, and 
done ‘something bad’ with the six-word structure – that 
‘something bad’ being a subversive stylistic trick.49 Coming 
after Quin’s desire for ‘theme and style – the merging of the 
two!’50 Myles notes in similar manifesto-fashion: ‘It simply 
strikes me that form has a real honest engagement with 
content and therefore might even need to get a little sleazy 
with it suggesting it stop early or go too far.’51 Formal excess, 
or shorn off edges, create incisions in the text – corrupt 
kind of textures, much closer to bodily experience than any 

ancient prescribed structure.  These formal decisions are not 
accidental; they are personal, political, and are intimately 
related to content or idea. 

Language, for Myles, is something that cannot be pinned 
down: it moves, unpredictably; words roll and tip, back 
and forth, like the boat on which her ‘ass’ sits, surrounded 
by ‘puking adults.’52 Language is figured by what it is a 
rejection of, be it food or politics. It listens to the body’s 
onomatopoeic convulsions, to the body saying NO, erupting 
in oral spasms. It might sound unclean: ‘the man next to me 
began puking up. Urp, he went. Splatter, right into a paper 
bag. I think he was a fag. He was with his lover’53; but that 
is the point: sometimes the form has to get a little sleazy. 

The perversity of form blows up its content, disorients its 
other, as the verbal vivisects. Kristeva argues in Powers 
of Horror, ‘It is the Word that discloses the abject’54 and 
barf-speech is similarly oral, a sordid attack on static sys-
tems, and an insurgent release in language. Reflecting on 
‘Everyday Barf’, Myles’s friend, the writer Dodie Bellamy, 
recognises a similarity between this sickened language of 
‘upheaval’ – it is ‘outside the whole fucking system’55 – and 
the way in which (in real life) Myles took a hammer to a 
birthday piñata, noting in that aggressive swinging action 
a desire to say ‘too much.’ She hammers this home:

Meaning is so surplus it decimates form – or is 
it the other way around, its form is so vicious it 
beats the fucking pony of content to bits. The pony 
explodes and chunks of content bob about, collide 
with another in the great toilet bowl of memoir.56 
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 It is language splitting itself open. It is form detonating 
content, like the ‘restless inventive rhythms’57 of Quin’s 
final novel, Tripticks. In this novel, she ventriloquizes her 
own discourse; smashes narrative to pieces with convulsive, 
bodily forms. The narrator ghost-talks her approach: ‘Life 
is visceral rather than intellectual’58, which pretty much 
embodies Myles’s sabotaging of the sestina. When forms 
break, they make new ones: a confrontation.

v

In form and content, ‘Nude and Seascape’ flirts with shapes 
and angles, dirtied by human touch, and this is seen in 
Berg too, in the adjoining squalid interiors of Berg and 
old Berg. The elder’s room is sketched out by Quin as a 
constellation of tatty objects: abject rejects. Enumeratively 
catalogued by Quin, their syntactical arrangement makes 
them feel, and look, extra sleazy: there is too much of 
everything, an expenditure of crap; it is a hoarder’s home, 
smelly and unsupervised. ‘Heavy Victorian ornaments’ and 
‘taxidermal creatures’59 garnish the room; it is a kitsch rel-
ic, left to rot in its own domesticity. Insofar as the objects 
have been collaged, and appliquéd, one on top of the other, 
like a centuries-old ragtag quilt, Quin’s catalogue-lan-
guage reflects this: it is the language of a collector. 

This kind of aesthetic listing is reminiscent of Flaubert’s 
attention to sartorial ephemera; his compulsive retreat into 
stylistic display; his obsessive desire to describe scenes out 
of all meaning, whereby pinpoint precision disappears into 
immaterial blankness. In 1852, he wrote of his almost ne-

gating desire to write ‘a book about nothing’; that nothing 
was Madame Bovary, and within the book’s pages the reader 
unearthed a France of gilded consumption, and futile at-
tention to objects and tableaux. Quin’s interiors are not as 
bourgeois, but they follow the same grammatical system 
of indexing. It is about the quotidian, and beyond it; it’s 
about what nestles underneath the mundane. Not sim-
ply a document of vaudeville bric-a-brac, Berg hints at the 
compartmentalised forms Quin would pursue in her next 
novel, Three, where she would realise the creative potential 
of description. Fracturing the quotidian, she breaks it down 
to its sensory components: a geometric glossary of things, 
body and material, viscerally relayed. 

v

Berg was finally published by Calder and Boyars, a house 
hell-bent on building a readership of avant-garde fiction 
in Britain, in June 1964. Quin was not in the country 
at the time, having cut herself loose from the secretarial 
shackles. In a trend that would repeat itself, she used her 
forward payment to travel: first Ireland; and then Greece; 
then a ‘nightmare’ trip to Turkey where there were ‘riots in 
Istanbul’, forcing Quin and her friends to ‘bribe’ their way 
back to Greece – or to the islands of Paxos and Ithaca to 
be exact; before standing for ‘fifteen hours in the corridor’ 
of a train ‘from Brindisi to Milan’ on the journey back 
to England; making friends with a ‘priest from Corfu’ on 
the leg from Basle to Calais; returning home at ‘freezing’ 
Folkestone.60 (She roamed, as much as her prose.) 
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It is in these letters that, along with monologuing about her 
‘broken’ affair with Henry Williamson61, Quin first hints at 
the financial troubles that will plague her. This is of course 
a tragic symptom of her time; the expectation that the 
woman writer should get married, make an ordered home: 
sacrifice words for womb. In a 1965 interview with (newly 
married) Nell Dunn, Quin is asked why people continue to 
get married: she responds, ‘Because of gossip and talk and 
it’s an easier way out,’ and when Dunn queries, ‘You don’t 
feel you’ve got to have babies?’ Quin flatly answers, ‘No. I 
feel it’s very difficult for women to cope with a family and 
to create.’62 There is a tension then: between procreation 
and artistic creation, between marriage and survival. The 
‘easier way out’ Quin speaks of, refers to a second symptom 
of the 1960s: the chances of securing financial security in a 
dismal literary landscape were slim, and Quin’s odds were 
made worse by her XX make-up. Fingers were permanently 
crossed that the photographer from Antonioni’s Blow-Up 
would snap up the film rights to Berg, in exchange for the 
promised proceeds of £2, 500.63 

Fifty years before China Miéville’s suggestion that novelists 
and poets get paid a salary from the state, for the sake of 
a collective, culturally alive literature, Quin was battling 
against the same tight publishing pockets. Typing by day, 
writing by night. But Quin’s instability also ignited her urge 
to spend, and it became a Groundhog Day occurrence that 
she would bemoan the stingy Calder and Boyars, even trash-
ing their offices during one particular rage. Notoriously 
thrifty was Calder, and it was lucky for Quin that the huge 
success of Berg won her the Harkness Fellowship of the 
Commonwealth Fund64 and the D.H. Lawrence Fellowship, 
which funded, or at least partly funded (before she blew it 

all again), her travels to and from America for the next two 
years. Foreign publishers, such as Gallimard in Paris, and 
Mondidori in Milan, also bought the rights to Berg, which 
meant extra sterling-scraps for Quin. 

In her application for the Harkness Fellowship, found in 
the RCA’s private depths, Quin wrote of her felt affini-
ty with the American poets: ‘Kenneth Roxroth, Robert 
Creeley, and such people as James Schevil at the Writers’ 
Workshop, San Francisco.’65 She also spoke of her ‘back-
ground with respect to contemporary painting’ – after 
all, she was working at the college during the Pop Goes 
the Easel 66 era  - and reasoned that this would feed her 
intellectual development in America, ‘as there does seem 
a very strong affiliation between writers and painters’.67 
Her correspondence with the visual was further extended 
while staying in New York in the Autumn of 1966; in 
a letter to the poet Robert Sward, she confesses to being 
seduced by paintings (‘Got giddy at the Guggenheim… 
Ad Reinhardt’s paintings which turn me on’68), and paint-
er: it was here that she met boyfriend John Carter at the 
Chelsea Hotel, after he bumped into their mutual friend 
Frank Bowling in the lift.69  

In particular, it was Creeley’s poetry and personality that 
rubbed up against painting, and Quin would strike up a 
close friendship with this Black-Mountain-turned-Beat. 
(He even turned up at Quin’s London doorstop ‘one early 
a.m. completely stoned out of his mind!’ or so she wrote, 
in one letter to the poet Larry Goodell.70) Creeley’s notion 
of ‘projective verse’ sought a kind of free-form poetry that 
moulded itself, against convention, out of its very compo-
sition. Like Quin’s genre-shattering free-form prose, which 
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took what was familiar and threw it into the unknown, 
Creeley’s writing abandoned rigid linguistic infrastructures. 
They both would work it out in the writing’s morphic tiles, 
in its gaps, and semantic silences. 

Quin returned from America briefly in the summer of 1965 
to attend the International Poetry Incarnation at the Royal 
Albert Hall. Following on from Allen Ginsberg’s primal po-
etry readings at the underground bookshop ‘Better Books’, 
this heavily mythologised event pulled poetry apart from 
the page; made it something active: words were there to 
be spat at and sung, and sliced into society. Quin returned 
to Kensington Gore a published writer, not a typing au-
tomaton in an art college. She attended with Creeley, and 
seven thousand others intent on building a new literature of 
fractured, visceral energy. But of course the revolution only 
stretched so far: women were confined to the tiered seats, 
smoking cigarettes on a monochrome loop, caught drunk 
on the yellowed beauty of daffodils; while the performers 
embodied the white male template.  

The documentary filmmaker Peter Whitehead was there on 
stage filming it all. It was a classical kind of happening, the 
rhetoric almost gladiatorial: Ginsberg sang with his Indian 
cymbals before shrouding himself in women and foliage; 
Harry Fainlight fought the heckles; Lawrence Ferlinghetti, 
Michael Horovitz, Alexander Trocchi and Adrian Mitchell 
all read too; and Austrian poet Ernst Jandl’s performance 
of Kurt Schwitters’s sneezy sound poetry was as guttural 
as the audience’s roars. (Of course, I am only watching the 
estranged footage: essentially a series of black-and-white 
stills, with tacked onto audio that doesn’t quite match the 
sixties’ mouths speaking it.)

Nonetheless, the performance seems like it really was a loud 
onslaught on the senses, in sharp contrast to Quin’s attempt-
ed prose-reading of her work at the ICA four years later. 
Together with her friends Alan Burns and Eva Figes, Quin 
was on the bill for an event called ‘Writers Reading’, but she 
refused to fulfil the title’s promise. She was in an extremely 
removed state at the time, and instead opted to read a few 
lines from John Cage’s Silence, before sitting on the stage, 
staring at the audience, in the very same silence promised 
by the composer. Burns thought it a ‘provocative’ gesture. 
B.S. Johnson, on the other hand, was ‘simply pissed off’.71 
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But I’m getting ahead of myself; tacking biographical 
endnotes onto her practice, the thing I promised I would 
not do. Quin’s presence at the Royal Albert Hall pricked 
her ears to poetry: it separated words from plot, pho-
nemes from syntax; it pulled language apart from its very 
governing centre: voiced an elemental freedom of form 
that would find a way into her second novel, Three. The 
slightness of its pages betrays its bristle: words become 
as fractured as the three-way relationship, which forms 
the novel’s (loose) narrative arc. Prose-poetry seems a lazy 
conjunctive; Quin is not really preoccupied with genre at 
all: it’s about working with form, and against form, to try 
and invent different modes of capturing experience. As Ali 
Smith has recently argued in Artful: ‘There’ll always be a 
seminal argument between forms – that’s how forms pro-
duce themselves, out of a meeting of opposites, of different 
things; out of form encountering form.’72 

And so in Three, as the characters keep their own dia-
ries, and Quin rubs her fingers in them, she piles dif-
ferent linguistic material on top of the other, and forces 
them to speak: making new contours. Once again, the 
novel opens with a watery death, a presumed suicide.  
A young girl called S has gone missing, after a sum-
mer lodging with Ruth, and her husband Leon, at their 
manicured holiday home – symbolically called ‘The 
Grey House’. Without S, Leon and Ruth envelop them-
selves in their own futile, domestic tasks; they distract 
themselves with objects and things, as they feel the ab-
sence of S, and struggle to cope with their stifled exis-
tence. Ruth is the hieroglyphic ‘R’ according to ‘S’, an 
anonymous letter, lacking body: a floating hallmark, 
suspiciously close to the alliterative Mrs R-amsay, the 

inked. blotted. read... transformed
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pearled housewife of To the Lighthouse. 

Ruth is a marionette who mechanically moves ‘from room 
to room, closed windows, doors, cupboards. Tried on 
clothes, hats, shoes too narrow, hobbled to mirrors,’ while 
Leon obsessively writes in his ledger, cataloguing weeds 
and relics, before the daily coercion of sex with his wife. 
Quin lives this claustrophobic atmosphere in the tight 
stitching of her prose, resulting in a spiralling semantics of 
clauses: words are bunched together, fraught with tension, 
with a repetitive focus on participle phrases. In this short 
passage, seventeen such verbal actions exist, all relating to 
the body of Ruth, a series of visceral snapshots: 

In front of the television she turned pages of a 
magazine… Looked now and then at the screen. 
Her mouth puckered, eyes red, which she rubbed. 
Cleaned her spectacles, breathed on slowly, held to 
the light. Reached for a cigarette, the pistol light-
er, the metal shiny part she stroked, put down. 
She jumped and opened the door. Switched off all 
the lights, left the doors open, and crouched in 
front of the television. The cat curled at her feet, 
she caressed him with her toes.73

Taken as a lexical fragment it could nearly have come from 
Lydia Davis, a short story all of its own, beginning with 
television and ending in toes. Ruth changes things as a 
distraction from conflict, and Quin rephrases that distrac-
tion in an intensely descriptive, scopophilic language, in 
rhythms as repetitive as domestic ritual.
  
The thingness of language is amplified by the unpunctu-

ated prose. Speech signatures evaporate into the collaged 
text: character fades with this disappearance, leaving only 
the residue of their representative forms to do the talking: 
the word as object, as amulet: as fetish. As voice. Oral pa-
rentheses usually function to give license to one, and to 
block off another; they make one loud, the other mute, a 
technique Quin stretched to breaking point in the short 
story ‘Motherlogue’74, which transcribes a taped telephone 
call of a mother monologuing at her estranged, dumb 
daughter. A reel of spoken language: uninterrupted.  

Insofar as the voices of Ruth and Leon blur and tussle, 
their spoken words get uncomfortably close. Unclothed, 
raw, unlaced from a tight grammatical infrastructure; 
their speech is cut loose from prescribed hermeneutics, 
and ambiguity eats itself. It is a form as mysterious as the 
murder/suicide that opens the novel, as Ruth and Leon 
both discuss: ‘Still those tides are dangerous she would 
have known that. But darling she did. Did what? Know 
about the currents I mean that’s why… But we can’t be 
sure.’75 Character sinks under the weight of the form; their 
words rock back and forth, killing any humanist agency 
with a superficial, libidinal textuality. It is Quin’s stylis-
tic decisions that are subversive, melting two bodies, two 
voices, into one flimsy template of a character. 

Quin was as suspicious of ‘character’ in the Realist sense of 
the term, as her French contemporary, Nathalie Sarraute; 
in fact, we know Quin was involved with Sarraute’s critical 
text The Age of Suspicion, as it features in Quin’s extensive 
reading list, wittily titled ‘Quinology’.76 I shall try my best 
to ignore Sarraute’s uncomfortable references to the autho-
rial ‘He’, as she prophesies how Quin would dissolve any 
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permanent markings of ‘character’: 
   

So he is wary of the abrupt, spectacular types of 
action that model the character with a few re-
sounding whacks; he is also wary of plot, which 
winds itself around the character like wrappings, 
giving it, along with an appearance of cohesive-
ness and life, mummy-like stiffness.77 

While Quin erases all grammatical thumbprints so that 
plot and character are buried by the very words used to 
figure them, unlike Sarraute, Quin does seem to revel in 
her ‘three’s’ stiffness. They are reduced to paper, things 
to be read, blotted and stamped, occasionally unravelled 
like a mummified corpse. Inasmuch as their secrets are 
revealed in writing, they are props to the self-referential, 
as firmly a construct, but paper-thin, as Lynne Tillman’s 
fake-essayist Madame Realism metamorphosing into an 
exhibition catalogue: ‘I am a compendium, a list, a de-
tailed enumeration, a register.’78 Through the process of 
reading, R, L and S begin to live up to their monogram 
signatures, transFORMing into textual things to be used 
and consumed. 
 
They actually are the diaries they write in, and in the case 
of S, the written journals and tape recordings, as materi-
al things, replace her physical presence in the house: these 
ephemeral relics reject their dating; play button permanent-
ly pressed. And so with S’s archived words, her memory 
lingers (‘Impressions stain. Spread. Recollections.’79), like 
a flickering montage on rewind. In the tape recordings, to 
which Leon listens, S speaks a language that is open-end-
ed and kaleidoscopic, as visual as it is voyeuristic. She is 

a fly-on-the-wall, a linguistic renegade in her background 
mobility; and insofar as she is marginal, she is powerful, 
cataloguing the ins and outs of The Grey House: 

Fertility clinics
Injections
pills
specialists
psychiatrists
analysts
masseurs
osteopaths
palmists
clairvoyants
what the stars say
Interpretation of Dreams
Light held. In the spaces ignored. Be a catalyst. 
Compare to
forms split
yet measured. One 
to the other
A length. 
Known. Here. Cross-sectioned. Separate. 
visions chosen.
In movements. From that other time. Senses reel 
upon themselves.80  

Ruth wants a baby, so she enlists medicine and moons 
to help her conceive; but over and above scenic sub-plot, 
Quin is also playing with form, playing with genre: an 
expansion of the novel's aesthetic limits. As she explains 
in a frantic epistle, which starts with theory and ends with 
peyote: ‘In future I’m going to ask publishers not to put ‘a 
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novel’ under the title page; I’d much rather let it stand as a 
‘piece of writing’ or ‘a work’ … The moving towards words 
and then from them.’81 (When magnified, absorbed and 
archived, letter writing becomes a space of working things 
out, in writing: using form to chat about form.) Essen-
tially, Quin has inserted a stanza into the prose, making 
the words fluid in their drip-drop extension, and exces-
sive verticality: inscription as ‘work’. Inasmuch as Quin’s 
bricolaged syntax of objects, people and impressions is 
placed within an orbit of sensory experience, it rejects any 
assumed rectilinear order, and orderly interpretation. It re-
jects The Novel’s rational promise. 

As Berardi argues: ‘Poetic language is the occupation of the 
space of communication by words which escape the order 
of exchangeability: the road of excess, says William Blake, 
leads to the palace of wisdom. And wisdom is the space of 
singularity, bodily signification, the creation of sensuous 
meaning.’82 Quin paints a similar dreamscape in which the 
things said, or the things thought, don’t match up, or fit 
neatly like a puzzle: instead, they pixelate, infinitely. From 
these ‘cross-sectioned’ edges, and ‘split’ forms, the reader 
enters into an unbound lexemic space of bodily interpre-
tation. In S’s written diary, consumed by Ruth and reader, 
over the course of the same duration, she self-reflexively 
points to Quin’s own negation of the absolute: ‘Confronted 
by words, names, dates. A jigsaw, secretly known off by 
heart, but tossed about, making it harder to piece togeth-
er – which piece fits precisely where?’83 There is pleasure 
in the gaps, and in the tossed-about movement from one 
morpheme to the next. This is the reader’s journey, a for-
mal one, where poetry is patched onto prose, and the novel 
does not attempt superficial mimesis, but clusters around 

‘reality’s’ everyday shards, material and linguistic. 
Sometimes, these shards are arranged horizontally, as in the 
unfinished ‘work’ Ghostworm – ‘Bed. Washbasin. Coldwa-
ter. Wardrobe. Hangers bent from many hands. Shapes’84 
– where a state of mourning corresponds to a language of 
accretion. Objects are sketched out to the frenzied speed 
of memory, a refuge of refuse, as riddled as the enumer-
ative forms used to depict them. And sometimes Quin’s 
‘reality-shards’ are listed horizontally, as in most of Three, 
where a libidinal literature of excess pours down the page. 
It is not always predictable what the next counter will be, 
what the next clause will contain, making Quin’s writing 
of ‘form-before-content’ a British transcription of the Nou-
veau Roman. Quin opts to let her pen be her compass; she 
is constantly working it out as she goes, shaving phrases 
with visceral intent, so that words do not indicate semiotic 
mirroring, but rather embody a ‘creative function’85 that 
is much more fractured: closer to 1960s reality than any 
novel coming out of an angry young man. Robbe-Grillet, 
the ‘book-of-nothing’ Flaubert for these neo-Modernists, 
saw writing as Art, an Art as authorially nihilistic as Du-
champ:  

Before the work is nothing: no certainty, no 
purpose, no message. To believe that the novel-
ist has something to say; and that he then tries 
to discover how to say it, is the gravest miscon-
ception. For it is precisely this ‘how’, this way 
of seeing things, that constitutes the whole, ob-
scure project of the writer, and that later be-
comes the dubious content of his book.86 

81 Letter to Sward, 21st 
September 1966, (Olin 
Library)
  
82 Franco “Bifo” 
Berardi, The Uprising: 
Poetry and Finance, (Los 
Angeles: Semiotext(e) 
Intervention Series, 
2007), p. 22
  
83 Quin, Three, p. 69
  

84 Ann Quin, 
Ghostworm, (The 
Lilly Library, Indiana 
University: Calder & 
Boyars Mss.)
  
85 Alain Robbe-Grillet, 
trans. by Barbara 
Wright, Snapshots and 
Towards a New Novel, 
(London: Calder and 
Boyars, 1965), p.145

86 Robbe-Grillet, 
Snapshots and Towards a 
New Novel, p.141
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Quin’s reply to such suspicion is to swipe at all allusions 
of content, reconfiguring dramatic action in the context 
of the text itself – its fleshy texture: a new way of seeing 
things. Robbe-Grillet was a novelist, and critic, and so 
was Sarraute. Their ability, or rather their decision (for 
these texts do not exist in a vacuum, however much they 
pertain to artificial nothingness), to judge their aesthetic 
in self-reflexive terms points to the Modernist tradition 
of difficulty that shadows these writings.
 
To read a ‘New Novel’ is to read with your back turned 
to nostalgia; comfort is liquidated, as reading is translat-
ed into an activity of friction and thinking, not magnetic 
pull. Reading is not passive; it re-articulates reality, as 
eyes lock onto words unshackled from a preserved and 
pickled plot. As in Sarraute’s The Planetarium, where ‘in-
tangible, scattered impressions’87 collide, forcing fables 
below ground, and ‘crackling sprays of words surge up 
and fall’88, irrespective of linear time, Quin’s work is 
also a collaged fabric of disperse elements. They crackle. 
Their words are ins-urgent, forcing the reader to look 
and feel elsewhere, beyond the ossuary of narrative. 

Sarraute’s fiction performs its own discourse: fragments 
of non-fiction are cut-and-pasted into her novelistic ep-
isodes, thus exposing the intersections between fiction 
and theory; there is no ‘story’, there is only ‘language’. 
Moments of Three are similarly self-conscious, and art-
fully knowing (and not just in a meta-fictional sense: 
all three characters are writers like Quin). S articulates 
the razor-blade edge on which the novel’s all-consuming 
style is precariously balanced: 

Incidents dwelt on 
Imagination
Dictates its own vocabulary. 
Clarity.
confusion.89

Quin’s work is a confrontation of genres: poetry, prose, fic-
tion and non-fiction. She writes polyphonically, clashing 
voices and texts, in a style that was in direct opposition to 
the moral tunes, of say, Iris Murdoch. In a letter to Sward, 
Quin airs her hang-ups, punning in private: ‘And as for 
Miss Murderdock who is considered the leading woman 
novelist over there. Well fuck.’90 Scorning the coincidenc-
es of narrative conceit, Quin expresses the ‘idea’ perpen-
dicular to the blank-page, allowing the reader a greater 
freedom of movement than the list-making stylistics Quin 
first experimented with in Berg, whereby objects are com-
pressed by a regulating syntax. 

In Three, the poetry is more perverse, as body parts are 
reduced to taxonomic thingness; their enumerative form 
making the corporeal strange, and stretched out:
 

Hands beckon. Voices call. 
from mouths
that do not open. Eyes broken
into shredded
layers of grey tissue take on forms. Move in cir-
cles.91

  
Here, Quin is chiseling away at the discourse first theo-
rised by another novelist-cum-critic, Michel Butor. (His 
1958 novel Second Thoughts also features in ‘Quinology’: he 

87 Nathalie Sarraute, 
‘The Planetarium’ 
(1959) in The Nouveau 
Roman Reader, (London: 
John Calder Ltd., 
1986), p. 52
  
88 Sarraute, ‘The 
Planetarium’, p. 61

89 Quin, Three, p. 20
  
90 Letter to Sward, 31st 
January 1966, (Olin 
Library)

91 Quin, Three, p. 91
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likes sitting in a list.) Like Quin, he refused to be brack-
eted by genre; believed forms should intersect, flirt and 
tease; fiction should talk to criticism, and vice-versa: only 
then would ‘new’ forms, New Novels, surface. Only then 
would they actually be surface, a material thing: reflect-
ing the shine and workings of commoditised reality. As he 
writes in ‘The Novel as Research’: ‘Formal invention in the 
novel, far from being opposed to realism as shortsighted 
critics often assume, is the sine qua non of a greater real-
ism.’92  (It is almost utopian.) Working within the same 
neo-Modernist artfulness as Robbe-Grillet, and Sarraute, 
Butor published a number of essays in the 1960s in France 
that emphasised ‘temporal discontinuity’93 and more ‘mo-
bile’94 linguistic  structures as being essential to the future 
of the novel.  

And in ‘The Book as Object’, Butor looks to commercial 
containers of information, paper-stuffs, such as ‘dictionar-
ies, catalogues, manuals,’95 usually symbolic of the anti-lit-
erary in their quotidian usefulness but in this essay, they 
are reclaimed on account of their form. Rendered in ‘vast 
organized lists’, arranged ‘perpendicularly to the rest of the 
text’96, such manual-typography, where information is to 
be scrolled over and browsed, in a kind of prophetic vision 
of hyperlinking literatures, liberates the structure of the 
sentence, setting free its independent morphemes. Inter-
pretation is just as elastic. Drawing on Rabelais’s Gargan-
tua, Butor proposes a street-wise sort of language, where 
conventional syntax forgets itself, and the verticality of the 
text puts reading on fast-forward. It is a time-warped form 
that destroys A-B, left-to-right linearity, and inserts in its 
place, a constellation of words – closer to poetry – that 
force the reader to circle the text, step forwards, backwards 

and sideways, rejecting narrative in the process.
 
With Butor, the demarcations between fiction and criti-
cism collapse: in his 1962 novel Mobile, he performs the 
background non-fiction in the novelistic foreground. Like 
Quin’s Tripticks, which takes its name from an American 
highway system (not a Renaissance altarpiece), Mobile is 
similarly rooted in a road-trip aesthetic. It takes an es-
sayistic approach to the novel craft, tackling his America 
material in the same way as an academic linguistic, noting 
the associative leaps and geographical puns inherent in his 
subject, and structuring his travel like an alphabetical in-
dex; thus revealing place to be foregrounded by the lexes 
used to brand it: it exposes place to actually be language 
itself. A repetitive language of material return. In the fol-
lowing passage he enumerates, living the list with formal 
impishness: 

BENTON, with its bauxite mines, county seat of Sa-
line County.
That she won a beauty prize…
Big Hurricane Cavern, – across the Father of Waters, 
but farther north,

BENTON, TENNESSEE, the South.
The prothonorary warbler, clinging to a cave vine, 
head and breast bright yellow, black and white fan-
shaped tail, – across the southern state line, 

BENTON, LOUISIANA, the Deep South.97

And yet in Tripticks, Quin moves away from such clinical 
forensics that while playful, were never quite perverse. She 
shares Butor’s interest in passages of catalogued descrip-
tion, and in the words we use to tag stuff, but in this 
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dreamscape shopping-list she figures language as an aph-
rodisiac come-on: 

Ideally she would want golden peanut shells to 
sail away, perfume in the faucets. Purr and furr. 
A thousand whipped cream pies in the face with 
open mouth, a bed shaped like a
banana split
velvet rugs
leather chairs
tables shaped like turkeys
cranberry candles
rococo atmosphere
diamond dust mirrors
camel’s hair mirrors...98

Quin appropriates Butor’s object-form for her own il-
licit ends: a list of talismanic materials, transcribed as 
automated writing. We are invited to make, and fanta-
sise, our own connections within the text, to go from 
banana to camel in one disjunctive move, our mind trip-
ping with the metaphor. Words are exposed as travel-
ling objects, vulnerable to linguistic whipping, twisting 
description into unchartered territories of pornographic 
imagination. It is an open-ended language of metaphoric 
trespass; Quin breaks the rules, shunning sentimental 
lyricism, in favour of an indexed sex-trip. A formula for 
the erotic: a machine, still. 

Similarly, in Three, copulation is reduced to the bare bones 
of language: it is verbs and movement, light and dark, 
blurred speech; action estranged from narrative. Orgasm 
thus emanates from form itself; its oral sounds: language 

as climax. In S’s tapes, she recalls intercourse with a mys-
terious lover, whom we may guess is Leon, and shrouds it 
in a mysterious corpus of speech-acts: 

Talk to me talk. 
Talk 
To
Me 
Was it like this with
Never before. Not like this. No one has touched 
me ever. 
Never never. 
Like this. Before. Like waves. The coming
Slowly. Dual roles
Realized.99   

Quin kills narrative-expectation stone-dead: words are 
pulled apart from their parallel lines, like pebbles washed 
up ashore in abstract patterns. With this formal dispersal 
comes a visceral interaction with language, made rhyth-
mic and bodily through orgasmic repetitions. The ‘dual 
roles realized’ points to Quin’s two-faced linguistics: form 
and content speak, with form shouting one volume higher, 
cracking the glass of narrative in one gestural screech. The 
climax. Sex thus speaks through its syntax; an illegitimate 
affair with words: the book binds its dirty sheets.
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It’s fun for the contemporary writer to play about in them. 
Bridget Penney’s 2008 ‘novel’ Index appropriates some of 
Quin’s linguistic mark-makings, particularly the stretched-
out typographic lists, and warped indexes of pornographic 
metaphor that defy any suggestion of rational continuity. 
Edited by Stewart Home, Index belongs to a series of com-
missioned novels, published under the title ‘Semina’, that 
look to both challenge, and arouse, the novel construct. For-
malised as antithetical to capital ‘L’ Literature, critics have 
bracketed these works as being emblematic of the urge to 
call writing ‘Art’: to call it ‘Art-Writing’. It certainly brings 
to bear their objecthood, as material as canvas, or as vocal as 
performance art, but it also seems to function as an excuse 
for underworked ideas and overworked syntax. Perhaps it is 
in the compound’s hand-holding hyphen, its flexible hinge-
point, that ‘Semina’ is positioned: it is neither one or the 
other, nor both; instead, it oscillates between them. It moves 
expansively, in steps seemingly unprogrammatic, but as with 
most art practices, these new novels are firmly characterised 
by ‘method’. Input/Output.

‘Semina’ looks to shred genre to pieces, and write with scissors 
and glue: cutting and plagiarising, as Quin does in Tripticks, 
when she patched snippets from Time and Life magazine 
onto the template-prose. As ‘Semina’ appropriates past texts, 
language is figured by what it is forging, to be redistrib-
uted in processed fictions and material objects. The brief 
reads like an avant-garde call to arms: ‘Think of the ways 
in which time and space died yesterday, how acceleration 
exceeds accumulation, the dead city and the perpetual age 
of technology: Georges Bataille, Henri Michaux, Alexander 
Trocchi, William Burroughs, Ann Quin, Clarence Cooper Jr, 
Claude Cahun etc.’ (Ann a girl in a sea of men. A Working 

the forge
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Girl.) A collaged mash-up of image and text, it draws on the 
raw aesthetic of its eponymic forebear: the original Semina 
was published by the artist Wallace Berman between 1955 
and 1964; Beat in style, and Beat in politics, it was also 
Bataille-inflected. Haunting Documents. 

Adopting this name is a somewhat retro turn, a guilty gag on 
modernist myth, but despite its suggestion of hero-worship, 
it reminds readers of the continued critical weight of such 
marginal literatures (Quin included): forms that break with 
causal narrative, forms discharged from discipline; forms that 
have not been made entropic by publishing compromise. The 
moniker’s return is also an uncanny one: it resuscitates the 
lost; works against the clock, like Penney’s fractured narrative 
of floating historical vignettes. 

As in Three, much of Index looks like a series of stanzas, but 
like Quin, and Eileen Myles, she is not looking to write a 
perfectly-formed sestina; instead, she is looking to explode 
convention, rewrite prose with and against poetry, re-ap-
propriate prose using the superficial silhouette of poetry, 
but without its tick-tocking iambic pentameters. It remixes 
its own beats, and bass, as Penney explains, referring to her 
work of the late 1980s: ‘I had stopped calling anything I 
wrote poetry by then as I didn’t really feel I had a rigorous 
enough approach to form for it to be more than prose with 
lacunae and broken lines.’100 As the text cracks, its contents 
are reordered, and fragmenting episodes from the 18th cen-
tury are shuffled like a pack of cards – their arrangement a 
temporal enigma. These individual fictions make frictions 
within the body of the text, refusing to be enveloped by 
the following stack of lines. It is not a matter of what comes 
next in the narrative, but what comes next in the experience: 

information is robbed from the historical nest, and forged 
material is scattered across the black-hole prose, leaving the 
reader to fill in the blanks. Penney does not write in any 
circumscribed literary tradition: instead she uses writing as 
a tool; a medium of practice: hieroglyphic shadows to the 
unfolding scroll at large.
 
The title belongs to an A-Z file Penney picked up in Dalston 
Oxfam, originally a reminder of the alphabet’s infinite playful-
ness. She began by writing a text for each letter, as if an almost 
B.S. Johnson-style experiment, but then the letters started 
merging together: D became part of E, and Z was hopeless. So 
the taxonomy Penney originally tracked fails; it is a scrambled 
sort of index that flirts with the genre, and the language of the 
catalogued cabinet, before abandoned altogether. Deforming 
picturesque conventions, Penney scrawls on these scenes with 
corporeal ink, fucking with the sheets, and liberating syntax 
(in much the same way as S’s tapes in Three): 

vowels alter in pain or pleasure
from by body
reeds grow.

A tree
encloses it. 

Cedar, sweet
coffins it.

Linen
fuck on white linen

my spirit
fucks the High Priestess

fucks Isis
after my death.101

100 Bridget Penney 
in conversation 
with Stewart Home, 
‘Hijacking History’, 
Stewart Home Society, 
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Works, 2008), pp. 
14-15 
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Penney abuses myth, and re-appropriates it in repetitive for-
mal languages, suggesting a sensual release of language. The 
linen is as stained as the page in which it sits as an indepen-
dent lexeme. It is a passage both shouty and still, a mixture 
of verbs and nouns that rejects neatly packaged semantics, 
as dispersed as the historicity of the novel itself. 

Cally Spooner’s 2012 project Collapsing in Parts is similarly 
shuffled (Spooner is an artist who writes, while Penney is a 
writer who makes art with linguistic material: boundaries 
collapsing).  The project focused on the writing of a novella, 
published episodically online, and decorated by a series of 
what Spooner called live ‘Footnote’ events that sought to 
push the interior act of writing into more discursive realms 
of public performance. Like Penney, Spooner uses theory 
as an alibi; she appropriates has-been voices as a mode of 
activity, hijacking fact and hijacking fiction. And just as 
Penney’s novel casts historical characters, such as the occultist 
Balsamo, in roles estranged from their inscribed occupations, 
in Spooner’s script, Tiger Woods squares up to Reagan, as 
decades collide. It is a text, an artwork, both ghostly and 
contemporary: Spooner detours the past to make an absurd 
fiction in the present.
 
I thus encounter Spooner and Penney’s work in much the 
same way: both are hinged on an urge to rearrange linguis-
tic structures, to transgress the verisimilitude conspiracy, 
in the aim of expressing the text-ures of bodily experience. 
The urge to express, with excess. Writers and artists have al-
ways trespassed each other’s cultural boundaries, delighting 
in the criminal act: Burroughs applied his cut-up mode of 
writing to abstract painting, while Warhol was desperate to 
write a ‘bad’ novel (and succeeded). But history-makers prefer 

taxonomies, more polished than Penney’s: they remember 
Warhol as an artist, and Burroughs as a writer – Naked Lunch 
(1959) being his object of remembrance stripped bare, cut up 
and vulnerable. Resisting such categories, the artist’s novel 
has slowly become a medium of its own, the page a site of 
ideas, recently embodied in the collectively authored text by 
Bernadette Corporation, Reena Spaulings (2005), or in Matias 
Faldbakken’s nihilistic Unfun (2008). 

Spooner similarly plays with the writerly disguise, dresses 
text up in fluxing notations: she makes art through a recon-
ditioning of language. Even when the writer defines himself 
as such, as in the case of Stewart Home, their writing is 
often firmly positioned within the art world (both in terms 
of method, distribution, and content) – where the notion of 
‘experiment’ is more a daily practice. When the staid publish-
ing suits insist on showing off another rip-off Realist novel, 
what Zadie Smith calls ‘bedtime’ stories102, no wonder the 
more discursive realms of literary fiction are looking to the 
art world to play about in: where play means puns, poetry and 
plagiarism. Never what it seems. Rearrange the middle letters 
of ‘Literature’ and what holds it altogether begins to emerge: 
L.i.t.e.ART.ure. Anagrammatised. I find Quin’s novels in art 
bookshops; I do not find them in Classics Corner.

Teasingly, ‘Semina’ is published by Book Works, a small 
press invested in artists’ books. Ever since Michael Bracewell, 
then more a novelist than an art critic, edited a series called 
‘New Writing’ in the mid-1990s, whereby artists dipped 
their inks in fictional languages that were both aesthetic, and 
conceptual, Book Works’ output has been heavily invested 
in the verbal; the vocal too, as time-based practices reinforce 
the idea that these are active languages, guttural scripts to 

102 Zadie Smith, ‘Two 
Paths for the Novel’, 
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be traded, passed along, and worked-out. In the writing, and 
the reading. The page is something to be worked into, too: a 
site of ‘theft and appropriation’103, a metaphor for the studio, 
or Quin’s West London bedsit. Bookworks and artworks are 
exposed as synonyms, as interchangeable as genre. Fiction: 
Non-Fiction; Literature: Art. It’s all about processes of mak-
ing, of experimenting, of tuning the registers: of work. 

Book Works’ not-for-profit status means they can mix things 
up (antithetical to the indexing code): all the conventional tags: 
author, century, theme, movement, and genre. Their books 
transcend the limitations of ‘the book’; they are not illuminated 
manuscripts, or relics of social history to be mummified in a 
museum, but actual art-objects to be exhibited, made public, 
their ideas received in the same way as a painting, installation 
or moving image. Operating self-reflexively, their recent ex-
hibition Again, A Time Machine: From Distribution to Archive, 
expanded all preconceived notions of the retrospective show as 
something backwards, historical – a refrigerated moment in 
time, into something more open, a body of work that rewrote 
itself and mutated, as it moved from site to site.104 
 
Published by Book Works, in Blood Rites of the Bourgeoisie, 
Stewart Home performs the dualism between the contempo-
rary art world and literature: performs it, and then assaults it. 
The novel is a rag-rug collage of art prank dream-sequences, 
literary manifesto, chat-room copulation, and internet-spam 
pop-ups (featuring feminist artists Sherrie Levine, Louise Law-
ler and Karen Finley), in what amalgamates into a kind of 
porno-picaresque. The curator protagonist is preparing to stage 
the first ‘Abstract Literature’ exhibition at MoMA, a show of 
books, artworks and stolen objects: a bricolaged jungle of stuff 
that defies genre by the process of appropriation. In shifting 

context, the object is transubstantiated into something other. 
The narrator tells the curator, ‘what you really want to steal 
from Gluzberg is her collection of Northern Soul records. Fuck 
Art, Let’s Dance!’105, in a kind of telepathic prediction of the 
recent exhibition at Wysing Arts Centre, Relatively Absolute 
(2013), which paired anonymous objects (records, books, and 
Neolithic hand tools) with artists’ work, in an attempt to hint 
at the research that may have foregrounded it all. And it is 
an equally mystic coincidence that the next female artist that 
pops up as ‘computer-art’ in Home’s novel is Elizabeth Price 
(‘Elizabeth Price loves it huge. The secret to perfect climax.’106), 
as she contributed a new monitor-based work, together with 
a 1970s manuscript of an unpublished novel, called Sparraw’s 
Kneecaps, to the Relatively Absolute exhibition. 

The manuscript is indeed ‘huge’, telephone-directory-size in 
length in fact, and it prefigures Home’s anti-literary aesthetic, 
as well as Quin’s teasing textures, in both form and content. 
The book was born in the London literary underground of 
the early 1970s – it was written close to Quin’s address of 22 
Lansdowne Road, its scrunched up pages thrown out onto 
the very same pavement, perhaps– but it now finds itself 
in the contemporary art world. It seems as if it is here that 
writers such as Quin, and B.S. Johnson (his 1971 novel House 
Mother Normal recently inspired Beatrice Gibson and George 
Clark’s 16mm film The Future’s Getting Old Like the Rest of Us, 
subsequently published as a fragmented verbatim transcript), 
are more likely to resurface, as text, writing and performance 
are reconfigured as durational art practices. Language is just 
another medium to be manipulated, as the words of the dead 
are brought back to life; the avant-garde revived, and re-ap-
propriated in moments of artistic trespass.  The page is thus 
a studio, where words are forged, melted down and reshaped.

103 Stewart Home, Blood 
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Time blurs the undocumented, resulting in moth-eaten 
manuscripts, like Quin’s ‘Matters of the Heart’, or the un-
canny Sparraw’s Kneecaps, a breeze-block novel written by 
the unknown author, Clive Curtis.107 Picked up by Price in 
Dalston market (the literary bin?) for ten quid (it retains 
its pencilled price), the book is dog-eared and dirty: it 
has been ravished by time, materially speaking {Fig. 2}. 
It is junk; it is archive: but insofar as it is obfuscate, a lost 
object, incomprehensible and perverse, it is also a book of 
potentiality. Irregular and unchartered, the unpublished 
text offers a way out, or a way into the unknown. Not just 
a relic, it is a travelling object, asking to be appropriated 
(just like Home’s curator desires).
 
Like Quin, Clive wrote from an edge condition too, moon-
lighting as a writer, and life-modelling or posting letters 
by day. C.C. is alliteration without body, just letters, but in 
Sparraw’s Kneecaps, he, like Quin, attempts to subvert the 
autobiographical novel: he inserts some of ‘himself’ into it, 
tries to embody it with pieces of paper, like Quin’s doctor’s 
notes – but he then destabilises that self with fiction. Clive’s 
(Elizabeth’s? Ownership is blurred...) manuscript of what 
he calls ‘autobiographical anecdotes’ and ‘free expression’ 
novelistic elements contains multiple raw literatures, in 
what is a flagrant disregard for genre {Fig. 3}. It is a fiction 
unruly, polyphonic; an everything-at-once literary situation: 
pleasure in pieces, language in pieces, culture in pieces.

Everything is cut-and-pasted into the main body of the text, 
from Clive’s own school reports and photographs of his first 
girlfriend Angela, to the creased ephemera from his time 
at Belmost Psychiatric Hospital, and rejection letters from 
various publishers {Figs. 4-5}. His candid, masochistic body: 

saying too much? (too much is never enough)

107 Quin is a demi-
unknown too, 
remember: only 
partially rescued by the 
recent reprinting of her 
four published novels 
by Dalkey Archive 
Press.
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begging to be heard. Now, he would probably vomit his 
viscera, his abject flux, onto a blog – as public as you can 
get, and a powerful space for the amateur.
 
Ambit, who published an extract of Quin’s Tripticks, as well 
as her cut-up collaboration with Sward, ‘Living in the Pres-
ent’108, offered Clive false promises: in 1970, the magazine’s 
editor Martin Bax, wrote to Clive, ‘Your piece will prob-
ably be in the number of Ambit which appears on July 
15th but it may have to be held over till October’  {Fig. 6}. 
The Poetry Society, unsurprisingly, said ‘No’ too; as did 
another sharp professorial tongue: ‘Putting everything on 
paper has made it possible for you to understand yourself 
far more... But to my mind, it is not a good book. If you 
persevere, however, you may really be able to write a good 
book’ {Fig. 7}. I’m almost grateful that Clive, who is also 
named the meta-fictional pseudonyms ‘Clivey’; ‘Curtois’; 
‘Author’; ‘Vagabond’; and the first-person ‘I’, did not per-
severe in the way the institutionalised voice intended, as it 
is exactly the book’s badness which constitutes its stylistic 
sleight of hand. It mixes autobiography and fiction with a 
kind of elemental linguistic excess, a language of slang, and 
an insult to literary correctness. As a palimpsest of chaotic 
inscriptions, it forgets genre, forgets what it pertains to 
be; and it is this amnesic attitude to form that renders it a 
rebellious reading object.  
 
As Clive lists how far he’s got with the novel in terms of 
word-counts, phonemes are refigured as ciphers, length 
and page numbers an indication of lexical prowess. There 
is much procrastinating, and much clock-counting; he is 
‘thinking of going for a walk with the typewriter, to Har-
row-on-the-Hill, and lie in the grass to add a few pages to 

108 Ann Quin and 
Robert Sward, ‘Living 
in the Present’ in 
Ambit, London: 
January, 1968, (Olin 
Library)
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the novel. (Today, 2.10.68, I started about 1.30p.m; now 
it’s around 9.30p.m.)’ (But static desire is just the same as 
a stalemate.) This is Clive transcribing, sketching – life, 
memory, the past – into an artificial construct; by making 
it into a book, and by talking about making it into a book, 
within that very book, Clive is in a constant tussle with the 
novelistic genre itself. 
 
The form of the novel embodies this unsystematic literary 
gorging; the typewriter seems out of control – in fact typing 
is equated with masturbating, and conventional grammar is 
rejected for the sake of performative, confessional notations, 
something approximating automated writing. (Reading is 
always an autoerotic activity too. Writing in the same per-
sonal (elemental) mode as Clive, Kate Zambreno recently 
confessed: ‘I read with my hands down the front of my pants 
– my mode of reading is almost masturbatory.’109) Clive is 
both writer, and reader: insofar as he pukes up words for 
the page, like an everyday barf, he goes on multiple literary 
binges, taking in a mass of cultural references.
 
Reflecting upon his work always with and against his sur-
rounding literary context, Clive is a fly-on-the-wall, almost 
leachy in his desire to suck on what is current, what is un-
derground. His reading list is reduced to artificial surface 
in its flattened out texture and elongated syntax, as he lists 
his avant-garde indulgences. The etcetera are all his in the 
following quotation:

The Calder & Boyars Ltd. avant-garde literature se-
ries, plus American publishers Grove Press, New Di-
rections, etc..., etc..., introduced him to avant-garde 
fiction... Grove Press was introduced to me by the 

109 Zambreno, Heroines, 
p. 21.
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butch-lesbian... As to the beat writers of the U.S., 
Kerouac I found in a drug store, Henry Miller sim-
ilarly, Burroughs I read about in the Times Literary 
Supplement and bought from Better Books when I 
was sleeping rough in the grounds of a Surrey art 
school in their greenhouse…

So within this one opus contains a thousand other pam-
phlets and paperbacks, a frenetic exhibition of material, 
both modernist-canonical, and more marginal publications 
bought at outlets like ‘Indica’ and ‘Better Books’, Ann 
Quin’s stockist. The author-narrator is looking to spend his 
earnings as quickly as possible: ‘he spent £150 or his £312 
earnings before tax on the paperback revolution’, making his 
accelerated reading an act of manic cultural consumption. 
Numbers collide with letters, thereby suggesting reading 
is rooted in capital; it is an act of purchase, of cultural 
fill – inextricably linked to the marketplace. The excessive 
parataxis that drives the prose intensifies this idea; nothing 
is edited, it is all spread out, in a surge of unrelenting syntax.

As in Home’s work, books are exposed as fetishistic ob-
jects passed on via scatological means. When hitchhiking 
across Europe in 1967, and suffering with diarrhoea, the 
narrator finds himself in a situation of distinct toilet-lack, 
and so he cleans himself with sheets of paper torn from a 
paperback he was then reading. An Autobiography of Alice 
B. Toklas, by Gertrude Stein, to be more toilet-paper-pre-
cise: perhaps his inspiration for fiction masquerading as 
life-writing? Such scatological languages, loved by Artaud 
before Clive, and Kathy Acker after (in fact she would be 
published by one of Clive’s favourites, Grove Press), ulti-
mately make the book so much more than just postmodern 
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meta-fictional playfulness. The warped autobiographical 
narrative is distorted by the very words used to track it: 
atavistic, raw, unclean; Clive turns confession into an act 
of linguistic attack. 

It lives bodily experience in the construction of the prose 
itself, as unpredictable, visceral, sometimes violent rhythms 
create an abject language of semantic perversity. For exam-
ple, the transgression of social mores that is at the locus of 
the following scene, is matched by, if not actually exceeded 
by a transgressive use of form:

Clivey Regey Curtois is just in the mood for sex 
after all that abstinence and in conjunction with 
the eventuality of my step sister’s visit; ... Fanta-
sy... P R I C K... swimming pool... crabs... newts... 
seaweed... the dog spills excrement from its ears 
which promiscuously permeates... my toothbrush 
imprisoned in its holder on the wall.

Clive carves an abstracted language out of orgasm, a writing 
of elemental murmurs as erratic as the body’s accelerated 
convulsions. It reminds me of Quin’s final novel: full of 
tongue-in-cheek graphic illustrations, Tripticks looks for-
ward to Acker’s penis drawings in Blood and Guts in High 
School, and sideways to her contemporary Clive, who stuck 
his own biro drawings into the diary section of Sparraw’s 
Kneecaps {Fig. 8}.

Similar to Clive’s figurative fantasies, in the ways Quin 
writes sexual experience, she uses form as a bodily erup-
tion, a gestural intercourse of agitated rhythms, and image 
seizures. In one frame of the novel, the voyeur-narrator, his 
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x-wife and a young Lolita they picked up at a happening, 
have a threesome that resembles a ‘fluid dance’: ‘all our limbs 
flowing into, out, through, until I had no idea whose hands, 
breast, leg I touched, or was touched by.’110 Precise punc-
tuation manipulates the sentence into an abstracted image 
of erotic physicality, like Quin’s own bisexual confessions 
in an interview from 1972 (also Clive’s most prolific year): 
‘Everybody fantasises about making love with a stranger, 
and when you’re in bed with two people, you know, at 
the same time you don’t know, whose hand it is, or whose 
mouth, and this is extraordinarily exciting.’111 The biogra-
phy is the prologue, but language then kicks it away. Sex is 
instead an ‘ever-changing panorama of delicately coloured 
formations’112, broken down into fragments of architectural, 
elemental material: a primordial kind of language, at one 
remove from the reality of the bedroom, but a reality still. 

Clive’s novel is similarly balanced. To an extent, he mimics 
Quin’s formal languages, thus making her an intertextual 
spectre. But, destabilising the fictive boundaries, she is also 
a character within the content. She is his former ‘modelling 
secretary’ at the art school he ‘was then working at’: ‘before 
she became famous,’ he appends {Fig. 9}. And when the 
narrator is having a bath in his newly furnished room in 
Fulham, he recounts a mad fantasy of him taking the piss 
out of Quin’s working class origins, in a passage of surrealist, 
everyday erotics. Perhaps Ann knew Clive; perhaps they did 
not – biography is only ever a cluster of estimates – but they 
were definitely working within the same contexts, reading 
the same stuff. I have been trying to find the writer in the 
typist, the Quin in the Ann. With the discovery of a new, 
‘old’ book in Sparraw’s Kneecaps, could Clive also be a Curtis?
 

110 Quin, Tripticks, p. 64
  
111 Quin cited in John 
Hall, ‘The Mighty 
Quin’, The Guardian, 
(1972), (The Lilly 
Library, Indiana: 
Calder & Boyars Mss.)
  
112 Quin, Tripticks, 
p. 64
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It seems that it is within the medium of ‘art’ that this kind 
of canonical shift is more likely to occur. Price has expanded 
the book’s potentiality by appropriating its exhibiting context 
as being that of art, an art open to ideas, where ‘literature’ 
can exist in open forms, as confessional and transgressive 
as the art-books of Sophie Calle, or Violette Leduc’s auto-
biographical La Bâtarde, which Clive claims to have read. 
For the most part, the visual arts don’t deny autobiography 
in the same way as capital-L Literature. It seems that most 
artists know that to put yourself into your art is not some sort 
of humanist, affirmative act, but more a violation; a messy, 
naked, disordered move, defiantly narcissistic. Art such as 
this draws from the subject, but fractures it, and with that 
change of shape, a fiction emerges. 

And it seems if the book is ever going to go to print, in a 
dramatic twist of posthumous fate, that would shock those 
at Ambit, a small press that straddles the cords between art 
and literature will probably publish it. Price’s reclaiming 
of Curtis’s novel is an act of curatorial cradling; it looks 
after this book, waits for its moment to be ‘art’, to be Lit-
erARTure. Revealing it to be so much more than a social 
document of Quin’s London scene; it points to the way she 
looks after archive in her own work, and more precisely, 
the language of the archive: where words denote stuff and 
surface, and when ripped from any coherent pattern or 
narrative, such morphological minutiae become strange. 
Almost macabre. Her interest in Sparraw’s Kneecaps, with 
its mask of literature, is hardly surprising: Price is an artist 
whose image-making is very much rooted in the linguistic.
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And so I wonder if Price might appropriate Sparraw’s 
Kneecaps in some way: rework it as a work-of-art; plun-
der its fictional space in the same way she did in The 
Tent (2012) {Fig. 10}. For this work, Price had only one 
resource for image, music and text: an exhibition cat-
alogue from 1972 called Systems, featuring artists such 
as Richard Allen, Jean Spencer and James Moyes. Price 
equates the deconstruction of the book with the erection 
of a tent, an enclosure, where ‘the process of invention’ 
might be fertilised. It is a space for ideas, as infinite as 
the combinations Price might have drawn from this paper 
pool of graphics and narration. Ripping apart the book’s 
binding, she then starts again, rebuilding its elements 
in collaged black-and-white fragments: the monochrome 
aesthetic reminding us we are dealing with ink, with 
writing. I see this kind of rebuilding of the book, as 
object, as a metaphor for her visual/lexical practice. The 
narration pops up in fade-out flashes of cryptic linguis-
tics: ‘We seek combinations of elements/which can act as 
messengers/between the known and the unknown…’ The 
text moves and oscillates in elastic contractions, while 
the pages keep turning, fighting linear narrative with 
the readers’ erratic manoeuvers. Front-to-back fails in 
Price’s work, just as it does in Ann Quin’s moving-image 
dreamscape book, Tripticks. 

In this novel, Quin breaks language down; dissolves it 
from its discourse, into a ‘stream of verbal images.’113  This 
is the narrator’s chosen method of communication, and one 
that Quin also performs within the novel itself. Materials 
are obsessively catalogued and then abstracted from their 
context, so that nouns become floating typographic shards; 
erotic, mechanical and silver symbols of sex:

mixing the text-tapes

113 Quin, Tripticks, p. 192
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{Fig. 10} Elizabeth Price, The Tent, 2012 

HD video installation, 12 minutes



He’d start up the old man’s factory again, and 
maybe spring some new ones. Manufacturing
refrigerators
freezers
dishwashers
air conditioners
blowers and exhausts
steel and aluminium
porcelainized building panels
automotive and casket hardware
aluminium extrusions
and various dies. 
Then all his dreams, and hers too, could be real-
ized: a Ritzy home.114 

 
Similarly, in Price’s films, when misplaced, or transcribed 
without respect to its governing function, text can work as 
an intervention: syntax takes a bullet to the chest, and words 
rebound from its centre: dangerous morphemes. The object 
as hieroglyph fails; when pulled from narrative categories 
they become impossible to ‘read’ against any prescribed 
logic, and instead become tokenistic triggers of memory 
and pleasure. Both Quin and Price are wary of the words 
and images that are used to sell things to us; sceptical of 
the texts, taxonomies and technologies that manipulate the 
surface dream. Their response is to make their work so much 
sexier than the original ad-speak, turning the volume up 
so high as to render it cosmic, shocking the institution into 
sensory submission. Objects are robbed from their archi-
tecture to metamorphose into floating, anthropomorphic, 
erotic figurines.

  Archives linger as much as technologies. In fact, they are 

revealed as similar temporal categories: old and new suffer 
from the same kind of inevitable obsolescence; their death 
is an invitation to an afterlife, reimagined in uncanny con-
texts. User Group Disco (2009) speculates on the insides of a 
fictional museum, given the oxymoronic name, ‘The New 
Ruined Institute’ {Fig. 11}. This particular installment (it is 
an ongoing series, accumulating images, and text, as if a vo-
racious collector) imagines a black void, full of ‘accumulated 
domestic monstrosities’, making irregular orbits around the 
confines of the image, as if on an 80s vinyl turntable. The 
aesthetic is just as shiny, but the objects are more useless 
items of chrome consumerism, rather than monuments to 
classical sculpture. Paradoxically, the desire to consume 
merely bequeaths absence. As Tillman’s fictional art-critic 
Madame Realism notes: ‘Collecting always points to what 
is missing and has not been collected, or can’t be found.’115  
Price is similarly interested in the bureaucrats’ breakdown: 
the index collapses in the absence of objects.

In the same way as Price has pulled Sparraw’s Kneecaps from 
its market hiding-place, in User Group Disco she confronts 
the taxonomising technocrats that seek to classify what 
is art, and what is social history; what is a masterpiece, 
and what is mundane. In Three, a mysterious group of 
merchants, ‘took the furniture away. Piano/pictures/glass/
chinaware/Indian miniatures. Including mask’116 and in 
Price’s film, the museological demons have similar pil-
fering powers. Bricolaging objects, Price also bricolag-
es language, mixing the text-tapes of Edgar Allan Poe, 
the Futurist Manifesto, and Adorno’s essay ‘The Form of 
Phonograph Record’ into a strange narration of twentieth 
century echoes. 

114 Quin, Tripticks, p. 82
  
115 Lynne Tillman, 
‘Madame Realism in 
Freud’s Dreamland’ 
(1990) in The Madame 
Realism Complex, (New 
York: Semiotext(e), 
1992), p. 27
 
116 Quin, Three, p. 29
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{Fig. 11} Elizabeth Price, User Group Disco, 2009

HD video installation, 15 minutes



I find Quin’s lifeless list-making poetic too; both writer 
and artist see an entropic futility in such linguistic ex-
tension, when it’s designed to trick, and sell. In Tripticks, 
Quin writes:

Ranked according to value
vehicles 
food
allied products
fabricated metal 
machinery
stone
clay
glass
lumber and apparel.117

And the fictional committee of User Group Disco, dictates 
that it is ‘We who organise all this lumber’, as they are 
stratified into an authoritarian regime: 

We are comprised of parts: 
The operating core
The strategic Apex
The Middle Line
The technostructure
The support staff
The ideology 

In Price’s work, and in Tripticks (most specifically), lan-
guage is exposed as a powerful tool of methodology. The 
literary turn in Price’s art is not lyrical, but something 
infinitely more destructive: it lives out, in text, and on 
screen, Home’s theory that abstract literatures such as 

these, where narrative wholes are left unfed, are built on 
‘theft and appropriation’. It appropriates has-been voices, 
and faulty slick semantics, into polyphonic prose: text 
speaking ‘for’ image in a guilty exchange of communi-
cative powers. As Price cuts and mixes them, with this 
deconstruction comes potentiality: for textual, sexual, 
visual pleasure: ‘A billowing series of syllables followed 
by an eruption of colour.’118

  

v

The American artist Moyra Davey is also, taxonomically 
speaking, a ‘visual’ artist, but like Price, she writes too, 
incorporating, and fictionalising, avant-garde literary tech-
nique within her slippery practice. In the same way that 
Quin and Price are interested in the visuality of quotid-
ian clutter, Davey too documents this dust-stuff in her 
photographs and videotapes, taking the viewer into her 
verbal-visual worlds: the texture of books, and the shelves 
that archive them; a red leather chair, empty but still 
bearing a bum mark; empty glasses and dirty ashtrays; 
the shiny beads of plastic jewellery, not for today {Fig. 
12}. (These snapshots could as easily belong to The Grey 
House in Three: ‘Filled with treasures discovered. Fallen 
from cardboard boxes. Beads from the bead curtain. Un-
strung.’119) Davey’s ‘art-writing’ is much more intimate 
than the sterile-steel-sex-shows we see in Price’s work, al-
though both fetishize the book: as Davey’s camera absorbs 
past-it paragraphs, the open book translates as metaphor, 
a symbolic representation of her intimate relationship to 
language, to the way it permeates, and processes, produc-

117 Quin, Tripticks, p. 9
  
118 Home, Blood Rites of 
the Bourgeoisie, p. 5

119 Quin, Three, p. 28
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ing patched-together poetry anew.

In The Problem of Reading, Davey assumes a self-reflexive 
turn, moulding the figure of the artist into the figure of the 
literary critic; she meditates on the experience of reading 
all sorts of written ephemera, while interrupting this text 
with her own photographs of abstracted endpapers, yellowed 
spines and ancient handwriting. This essay thus becomes 
a metonym for her entire practice: reading is really just an 
experiment in writing, and photography is contextualised 
by the literary. As she writes in ‘Notes on Photography and 
Accident’: ‘I want to make some photographs, but I want 
them to take seed in words.’120 The essay transcends its 
limitations as background material; instead it represents 
Davey working things out in words: it is the process; it is 
the document; it is the artwork. 

Language is her vital medium; it is the works’ lifeblood: its 
memory-trigger. Looking back, but also looking forwards 
(for her work will remember the archive, but also re-member 
it); in The Problem of Reading, Davey reflects upon Virginia 
Woolf’s anti-literary love for the dirtied papers of biograph-
ical byproducts: the letters, diaries and travel journals she 
found on the street: ‘It may be one letter – but what a vision 
it gives!’121 Woolf’s pick-pocketed bibliography makes me 
think of Price looting Sparraw’s Kneecaps, or my own cor-
ruption of the correspondence Quin wrote, in private ink; 
rapid sketches of the personal, fictions of one’s own. The 
unpremeditated, written object: twisted into new texts. As 
with Price’s choir-narrations of Modernist voices, in Davey’s 
work, the scribbled notations of 20th century writers pierce 
her looping text. Duras, Calvino, Woolf, Borges: she incor-
porates haunting mementoes of their epistolary personality 

into her own collaged, time-travelling forms; and with this 
shift, she sends messages of her own. Reading is revealed as 
an intimate, subconscious sort of correspondence, and has 
a generative, creative function: writing.

120 Moyra Davey cited 
in Chris Kraus, Where 
Art Belongs, (Los 
Angeles: Semiotext(e), 
2011), p. 103
  
121 Moyra Davey, The 
Problem of Reading, 
(Documents Books: 
New York, 2003), p. 22
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{Fig. 12} Moyra Davey, Two Streaks, 1999, C-Print, 61 x 50.8 cm
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In her personalised, but fictionalised, reframing of the non-
fiction, Where Art Belongs, Chris Kraus reads Davey as the 
works’ ‘protagonist’, leading us ‘towards recognition that 
arise in a heightened intellectual/emotional state through 
correspondence.’122 Interior modes of feeling are not separated 
from exterior models of critique; in fact, the forward-slash 
shows they are more closely linked, a pendulum of reading 
and writing.  As Kraus fakingly confesses in I Love Dick, 
her first ‘nonfiction novel’: ‘I like to dip into other people’s 
books, to catch the rhythm of their thinking, as I try to 
write my own... It’s better than sex.’123 Like Sparraw’s Knee-
caps, I Love Dick is a novel hinged on the reading/writing/
sexual-pleasure process: it fictions the fiction, documents a 
process of becoming, all written in a diary form, and visceral 
language, that fabricates the content. As Chris’s fictional/
(real-life) husband Sylvere writes in a P.S. to his addressee: 
‘these letters seem to open up a new genre, something in 
between cultural criticism and fiction.’124  I Love Dick is a 
book of references; it proffers a sense of communality, sends 
up reading, and writing, as modes of fictional correspon-
dence. The novel as postscript.

Kraus writes through the perverse edges of the canon, and 
names them: Ann Rower (who thinks Chris’s love-letter 
writing project would make a great book, ‘more perverse 
than just having an affair’125); Eileen Myles; Eleanor Antin; 
Hannah Wilke; Diane di Prima; blurring the biographical, 
and tearing verisimilitude to shreds. Here Kraus pivots 
another unruly turn: she inserts the ‘I’ – a forbidden con-
ceit, according to the ‘contemporary hetero-male novel’, as 
a ‘thinly veiled Story of Me’126 – and then makes those who 
think so trip over it, over her. A Story of I, but a changing 
I: an I of flux. An I that changes with desire. As Kraus 

subjects/objects of correspondence

122 Kraus, Where Art 
Belongs, p. 111
  
123 Chris Kraus, I Love 
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appropriates the archival forms associated with the nine-
teenth century epistolary novel, where female letter-writing 
denoted repressed domesticity – locked away, going mad in 
an attic somewhere; she turns it into something a whole lot 
more bare. Chris/Kraus is playing with autobiography and 
fiction in the same way as Sophie Calle, or Moyra Davey, 
appropriating the self as subject without pretending to be 
truthful. I write this in the margins: my own letter to 
Kraus, reconstructed here. 

A few pages later, Sylvere fulfills my scribbled expectations: 
they are looking to turn the correspondence into an art 
piece, maybe called ‘The Invasion of the Heart Snatchers. Uh, 
it’s a Calle Art piece. You know, like Sophie Calle?’127  Dick 
is as anonymous as Pierre D., the owner of the address-book 
Calle picked up off the Paris pavement. For L’Homme au 
Carnet (The Man’s Addressbook, 1983), she called all of his 
numbers, spoke to his friends; recast this correspondence 
in a newspaper and then a book. Obsession refigured as 
ecstasy; refigured as ownership: refigured as fiction. Calle 
inscribes language that is immediate and raw, in contrast 
to long-winded excuses for the literary, where metaphor 
is a dead/paper-weight. In a way, her work pre-empts the 
seemingly ephemeral blogpost, where ‘confession’ seeks 
urgency but cannot be contained by the clock. Similarly 
diaried and dated, I Love Dick speaks a candid language, 
colloquial and irrepressible, cut loose from the knots of 
proper speech. Forgetting conjunctives, Kraus makes it seem 
and sound like automated writing, but this does not mean 
she is untrained and unversed – like Myles not knowing 
her sestinas. Kraus writes: ‘“Because we rejected a certain 
kind of theoretical language, people just assumed that we 
were dumb,” the poet Alice Notley said to me in Paris last 

year.’128 But a performance of the ‘dumb’, where the ‘self’ is 
stylised – a travelling construct, is in fact a literary method 
much more political. 

A language of the improper-personal, left exposed, is a lan-
guage that gives voice to multiple experiences: ‘I think the 
sheer fact of women talking, being paradoxical, inexplicable, 
flip, self-destructive but above all else public is the most 
revolutionary thing in the world.’129 By writing to Dick, 
her one-time lover, stalkee and novelistic-object, Chris opens 
up a space for the body to verbalise its messiness. As Kraus 
writes, masquerading: ‘the somatic body won’t be denied, 
it’s like a freeway.’130 I believe that it’s in books like I Love 
Dick, where the novel form is fractured; where multiple 
voices contend and chorus; where nonfiction-memoir frag-
ments are fictionalised by their very form, that a language 
of the body might exist. The collaged chaos gives license 
to abject interruptions. It’s a language as rebellious as the 
image of Chris in a leather jacket, aged 16, a screw me-screw 
you kind of body. ‘A timeless fucking image. It’s about not 
giving a fuck, or seeing all the consequences looming and 
doing something anyway.’131 

Chris’s love-sick vulnerability is thus just a ruse, the ‘confes-
sional’ a conceit; a double-bluff: it allows the female body to 
speak, allows the woman writer to write, all over the male 
theorist’s ‘sexy cryptic silence’.132 Thrusting the autobiograph-
ical, the personal, the feminist art-critical, into the fictional, 
performing it as fiction, Kraus reveals the act of writing it-
self to be relentless. Infinite. An insurgence. A return of the 
marginal in language. The personal form of the love letter is 
transFORMed by her fictional authorship; Kraus transcribes 
it: it reads as transgression. 

127 Kraus, I Love Dick, 
p. 34 
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So it’s no surprise to read that Chris and Sylvere think of 
sending their novel-in-progress to Amy Scholder at High 
Risk, a publisher that gained notoriety in the 1980s for pub-
lishing naked texts of personal/formal perversity. Kraus’s 
‘Native Agents’ series, which looked (and looks) to publish 
nonconforming texts of radical subjectivity, such as Rower’s 
If You’re a Girl (1990), or Cookie Mueller’s Walking Through 
Clear Water in a Pool Painted Black (1990), was ultimately 
born out of High Risk. Someone called them ‘transfictions’, 
a flat sort of portmanteau, that only hints at their trans-
gressive merging of form and content. Memoir was drawn 
from, and then shot to pieces, by the very language used 
to describe it, forgetting the rules of the novel: intentional, 
aesthetic amnesia.

Formal experiment need not be divorced from the body, 
from the dirty insides of life, like some clinical Modernist 
surface text, but could actually be the site where the body 
might talk. Talk out of turn. Chattering, sending endless 
letters to one another, writing as a means of co-habiting, 
of correspondence: of survival.  In I Love Dick, Kraus looks 
to write the disordered self in fiction, finding a style that 
finally responds to the Second-wave’s personal-political 
shakings: ‘I could be 20 years too late but epiphanies don’t 
always synchronize with style.’133 Twenty years before the 
early nineties takes us back to the early seventies: it takes 
us back to Ann Quin.  
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In Quin’s third novel Passages, Quin writes transgressive 
content that is bracketed by the forms used to express it. 
It carves out a visceral language, where sadomasochistic 
memories are contained (‘I visualize a kind of De Sward 
orgy scene somehow, and what with a house too: think of 
all that harness, whip collection you’ll be getting’134); and 
then relayed by their linguistic structures, to be shattered 
and detonated in time: form having its revenge on content. 
Reading and writing will not be contained by the clock; 
this is me, writing my own correspondence, forty-four years 
after Quin’s manuscript went public in print. 

It was published in 1969, following her return from Ameri-
ca, but it draws on her travels before that, before the publi-
cation of Berg, to the time she was tumbleweeding through 
Greece. To celebrate the book’s launch, Calder and Boyars 
threw her and Anthony Storey, author of Graceless Go I: A 
Novel, a party; I count nearly two hundred people on the 
guest-list: everyone from the Burns’s, to Burroughs.135 Four 
days after the party, Claire Tomalin reviewed both novels; 
she finds Quin’s ‘unsatisfying’ on account of its ‘sacrifice of 
the characteristic excellence of fiction for a merger with the 
craft of film-script-making,’ totally missing the trick that 
to imitate ‘advertising copy for an Antonioni’ film might 
actually be an inventive sleight-of-hand, a sly exposition of 
the nature of fiction itself.136 The novel parodies different 
texts, unmasks the artificiality of genre, starting again with 
an assemblage of materials. 

Writing against the categorical codes, Quin forces poetry to 
speak with prose, making the page as visual, as it is verbal: 
as it is vocal. A language of the equivocal. There is a pile up 
of forms, talking through margins: transcribing right-an-

the pleasure of the k-ink

134 Letter to Sward, 
17th February 1967, 
(Olin Library)
  
135 Ann Quin – Tony 
Storey party guestlist, 
19th March 1969, (The 
Lilly Library, Indiana 
University: Calder & 
Boyars Mss.)
  
136 Claire Tomalin, 
‘Strike the Father-
Figure Dead’, The 
Observer, (23rd March 
1969)
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gled texts of hermeneutic open-endedness. Typographical 
arrangement is as dispersed as the narrative itself; only ever 
a series of impressions, imprinted on page and mind, the 
reader is forced to dig deep, to speak in fluid tongues. A 
reading experience that corresponds to, as if a love-letter, 
sexual experience itself. The novel cuts itself loose from 
linearity, and can only be relayed in language, after the 
event. Just like sex.

The narrative tessellates, pixelates as if an ever-expanding and 
contracting image, as the writing quotes itself in a process of 
recycling. As a man writes his journal, he attempts a warped 
exegesis of the preceding narrative – (which is only a hazy 
sketch anyway, of a woman and her lover, journeying through 
the Mediterranean in search of her missing brother) – writing 
over, in and through the language of the novel itself. In the 
same way as I Love Dick documents the process of writing 
within that very process, Passages reveals itself to be similarly 
bolted: an artificial object, a vessel of language; it offers an 
experience of form itself. (There is no sunset-travel-writing 
to be found within these pages: no textual teleportation.) 

Filmic passages/paragraphs bleed into the next, as enjamb-
ment spirals out of control, circles in and around itself. 
Quin’s obsessive descriptions of quotidian materials are 
recast in photographic terms, an image haze: 

Areas he attempted filling in. Cigarette, drink, 
is there an ashtray somewhere? Eyes turned, 
sidelong, back again. Fingers on fruit, wood, 
material, cup, glass. Aspects of light thrown 
from each object. Spaces between
  arms, legs.137 

As in Three, material is eroticised by the suggestion of a body 
close: corruption looming. Despite Passages dealing with 
ephemeral spots of time, these spots are not lyricised, as in 
Eva Figes’s work, but dirtied and darkened. The ‘corruption’ 
that I speak of is masterminded by both the ‘character’, and 
the form: the blank indent on the page a teasing reminder 
that her legs are open.
 
In this respect, the linguistic fragments that make up Pas-
sages have more in common with Maggie Nelson’s mem-
oir-fiction, Bluets, in which meditations on blue material are 
but passages to talking about life, death, sex and illness. All 
written in a style that is as splintered as the talking sub-
ject: the unruly shavings of an autobiography that defies a 
mapped-out formula. An unmapped country. Nelson claims 
back the writing of her own life; she makes her messiness 
public, confesses as a matter of survival. She cuts up the 
old linguistic order that denies the body speech, that only 
sees narcissism in narrative terms; and she cuts in order 
to carve, generating new texts out of life’s past texts: an 
experiment in form.

 In a passage that aligns pigment and material, with sex 
and memory, the 116th verse is but a sliver of raw-life, a 
confession made into a violently visceral fiction by its direct 
address, and simple, immediate language: 

116. One of the last times you came to see me, you 
were wearing a pale blue button-down shirt, short-
sleeved. I wore this for you, you said. We fucked for 
six hours straight that afternoon, which does not 
seem precisely possible but that is what the clock 
said. We killed the time. You were on your way to 

137 Ann Quin, Passages, 
(London: Calder and 
Boyars, 1969), p. 13
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a seaside town, a town of much blue, where you 
would be spending a week with the other woman 
you were in love with, the woman you are with now. 
I’m in love with you both in completely different 
ways, you said. It seemed unwise to contemplate 
this statement any further.138 

 
Robbing the man of quotation marks, his words are blended 
into the unrestricted flow of the language itself, as Quin 
does in Three, thus making Bluets less a humanist hallmark 
of autobiography, than a testing out of the fictional boundar-
ies. An assertion of the artificial mask of writing, it reframes 
the raw stuff in fractured forms, replacing real-life persons 
with a ghostly you persona. 

Similarly, in Passages, the narrative position is consistent-
ly on pivot: ‘I’ morphs into ‘She’ into ‘He’, with no clear 
markings of where the selvedge of subjectivity might lie; 
where Quin’s confession might coalesce with the superficial 
reality. It precipitates what Dodie Bellamy calls ‘the femi-
nist poetic essay’, of ‘collaged texts’ and ‘spastically shifting 
logocentric’ positions: ‘“I” shifting to “she,” inside magically 
flipping to outside, and back again.’139 A disruptive delirium 
that rips dichotomy to pieces. It plays with autobiography 
and selfhood in the same way as Kathy Acker would later 
do in her plagiarised novels of personal-political intent: to 
play meaning (and to play with meaning) is to prick-tease, 
to lead on, then fuck over. As perspective is never certain, 
and character is always being replaced, re-embodied and 
replaced again, Quin reveals that act of replacing to be 
the reality itself. Working it out in the writing, ignoring 
temporal units, she finds agency in the freedom of fiction.
 

Nelson’s nonfiction-fiction is a polyphonic vat of two hun-
dred and forty mini fictions; the narrative voice is never 
static, as the writings of Duras, Goethe and Gertrude Stein 
are folded into the semantic current. Passages is similarly 
hinged on what is stolen, producing a novelistic surface 
that is as multi-textured and schizophrenic as the charac-
ters themselves. Verses are pulped from Greek mythology, 
and placed in the vertical margins, parallel to the man’s 
diary-text. These plagiarised academic moments slow the 
reading process down; they first confuse, and then illumi-
nate: from text to sub-text. Moreover, through confusing 
the genres, layering classical texts onto a private journal 
(ghost-written by Quin, replacing the male scribe), Quin is 
able to break off from the mimetic demands of the novel, 
and let the subconscious speak in bodily rhythms.

If she can quote Jane Harrison’s 1903 text Prolegomena to the 
Study of Greek Religion, and then complicate that reference 
through words, typesetting and texture, just as Nelson can 
possess Wittgenstein through an artful name-drop, no phal-
lic pen could inscribe their body-talk as hysteric. They’ve 
read too much. It is in literary forms that refuse to conform 
to logocentric patterns of genre, where fiction, criticism and 
self are meshed in texts, that ‘the transgressive’, as a formal 
tactic, might begin to change the functions of language. 
Might communicate something closer to common corporeal 
experience, might meld work that unleashes desire in words: 
in syntax that is as unpredictable as body-speech itself. 
 
As Bellamy writes, ‘I think we should all produce work 
with the urgency of outsider artists, panting and jerking 
off, to our kinky private obsessions.’140 Quin certainly gives 
life to kinky thoughts in the following passage, another 

138 Nelson, Bluets, 
(Seattle: Wave Books, 
2009), p. 46
  
139 Bellamy, Barf 
Manifesto, p. 17

140 Bellamy, Barf 
Manifesto, p. 18
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mini-fiction all of its own (context: the male lover has es-
caped to a party, and been given an ‘oblong coloured’ pill by 
a mysterious woman. It is not clear whether he dreams an 
orgy, or if it actually happened, then relayed in his journal 
after the event):

Here the pornographic imagery is dissolved into being just 
that – an image, as Quin’s use of language exceeds the 
narrative content. The parataxis of the sentence accentuates 
the violence of the sexual act: syntax spills out from a stable 
centre, depicting bodily movements as visceral and kinetic 
as the language itself. Rocking and swinging: backwards 
and forwards, as if a primordial scene of Dionysian frenzy.  
The footnote feels its chaos; the gaps on the page ripe for 
fevered inscription. By sketching out a series of erotic hal-
lucinations inhabited by the excessive forms used to express 
them, Quin revels in the ecstasy of language, the ecstasy of 
saying ‘no’ to what has come before: a transgressive fiction 
as disruptive as dreaming. The ecstasy of the edge: the 
pleasure of the k/ink.

Passages inserts the private stuff of life – dreams, sex, the 
body – into the sacrosanct space of the novel. She allows the 
subconscious to write itself, in all its sordid detail, as when 
the male protagonist describes a dream of Sadeian/(Sward-
ian?) intent, and then inflects a Burroughs-style cut up on 
that very dream – violent form taking scissors to narrative: 
‘Her orgasm several times made a stain, the second one on 
the balcony, where she turned and smiled, then her head 
rose and fell.’142 This is Quin writing through the mask of 
the Sadeain pornographer: a role-playing language that is 
rebellious because it is a performance. 

The novel repeats I Love Dick’s, as well as Three’s, interest 
in the textual remnants of archive and ephemeral literary 
objects, such as the letter, or in this case, the journal. Quin 
experiments with these confessional forms by confusing 
them; as outlets for language, they are also sites of bodily 
inscription, where new, sexual languages might exist. But 
Quin abstracts them out of any settling context; she makes 
sex unsettling, as fragmented linguistic forms indicate the 
violent engraving of process. Writing as intervention. It 
exposes the naked act of confession to be not so much vul-
nerable as vengeful, an edited return, regenerating itself 
through language itself.  

Quin claims this act as her own; she writes from the position 
of the male pervert, scrawling over the Sadeian intertext as 
an act of transgressive appropriation. Insofar as she pictures 
Sadeian scenes, she speaks a style that is equally sadistic; it 
whips linguistic material as method, cuts language to pieces 
in order to sculpt something less bound by narrative and 
genre. Built on composition, where the edges of the parts 
continue to multiply during the process of reading, Quin 

The Bacchai hold orgies 
in honour of a mad 
Dionysus, they celebrate 
a divine madness but the 
eating of raw flesh. The 
final accomplishment 
of their rite is the 
distribution of the flesh 
of butchered victims, 
they are crowned with 
snakes and shriek out 
the name ‘Eva’.

...I handled the whip, her body as 
though they were the most nat-
ural things in the world, some-
thing I had always done. Perhaps 
in retrospect the most exciting 
part of all this was not so much 
my whipping the girl, but seeing 
her so abandoned, submissive and 
obviously getting more and more 
excited, roused under me, under 
the strokes I dealt...141

141 Quin, Passages, pp. 
58-59 

142 Quin, Passages, p. 
103
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143 Quin quoted in 

Hall, ‘The Mighty 

Quin’
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collages in order to emancipate. By creating a polymorphous 
semantic space, of clashing oral modes, and cacophonous 
voices, as unmedicated and excessive as the body itself, 
Quin is free to write her drugged-up dreams; she is free 
to transgress the forms previously reserved for plot-heavy 
tropes. She need not hide behind what’s raw: autobiography, 
when composed and reworked, is also an investment in the 
possibilities of language. It is personal, but when twisted 
into morphemic material, it will remain evasive. As she 
confessed in 1972, speaking of the form of her newly pub-
lished novel Tripticks, and quoting Ezra Pound: ‘Nothing 
counts save the emotions’143: from these, the forms will flow. 



With Tripticks, Quin writes as a matter of assault, creating 
new forms out of what is plagiarised and pulped: the thrill 
of the cut. It culls the language of American consumerism; 
forces it to deviate from its function; plunges it into the 
unknown space of fiction. It was published following Quin’s 
most severe breakdown, after her manic spending (Passages 
won her an Arts Council grant of £1000) and restless travel 
across Scandinavia, left her stranded in a snowdrift, apparent-
ly naked. The reality was much less ecstatic than the image 
in Passages of snowdrift sex144: by the time Marion Boyars 
arrived in Sweden to rescue Ann, she was suffering from a 
persecution complex, believed China’s Red Guard were on 
her trail, and was in hospital, being fed intravenously and 
undergoing electro convulsive therapy. Upon her return in 
the autumn of 1971, she was placed in Springfield Psychi-
atric Hospital in Tooting, South London. Her letters from 
this time show a shaky script, and have tragically lost their 
wit. Brocard Sewell arranged a retreat for her at Allington 
Castle in Kent when she was released just before Christmas, 
described by Ann to be ‘a harbor before entering this wide 
ocean of a world’145; and by the spring of 1972, she was back 
in London, looking forward to another Calder and Boyars 
book party for the launch of Tripticks, and Alan Burns’s 
cut-and-paste pastiche, Dreamamerika. 

But her money worries remained a background burden: she 
was sacked from a new job waitressing in a Notting Hill 
café, and then quit another ‘lousy boring secretarial job,’ 
desperately wanting to reserve all her available time for the 
work she desired; every decision she made came down to the 
urge to write, to express what mattered to her in words. As 
Burns laments, in a tribute to Quin following her death: 

a language of urges

144 ‘Hardly ever talks, 
but will suddenly say 
things like ‘have you 
ever made love in the 
snow without clothes – 
imagine in a snowdrift, 
to come in all that 
whiteness and the glow 
afterwards!’’ (Quin, 
Passages, p. 45)
  
145 Letter to Sewell, 
2nd February 1972, 
(London: Sewell 
Archive)
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I, as any writer, will feel always a hostility to any 
society so little responsive to the situation of its 
artists. If they are women, that response will be 
even more meager and self-secure. What Ann 
Quin wanted, was time free to work – sans the 
least sentimentality or enlargement, either by her 
or anyone else.146

 
It is likely that Calder and Boyars were sympathetic to her 
plight, but lacking the riches to support her, Quin only 
thought them mean. Forced to leave her much-loved flat 
on Lansdowne Road, the only place she could afford was a 
small room on Elgin Avenue, the other side of the Westway. 
£4 a week. Yet this ended in turmoil too: when studying at 
Hillcroft College, the girl to whom Quin was subletting the 
flat, did a runner, leaving a barrage of bills and a broken-into 
home in her wake. ‘The estate agents went round, found 
the place broken into and everything covered in catshit!’ 
Quin’s books, notes and the manuscripts of two complete 
novels were destroyed in the wreckage: ‘So they threw them 
out and burnt ’em – all that survived were Messrs Camus 
and Beckett!’147

 
Some have pointed the finger to a bad acid trip in New 
Mexico as the catalyst for Quin’s breakdown, post-America; 
her doctor choosing to write ‘Personality Change’ upon 
her return, instead of writing something about her nerves. 
(Always the pathologist’s text; the note an act of possess-
ing.) Before the peyote of Placitas, Quin travelled, restlessly 
moving as a distraction from writing: from the Bahamas 
(which she loathed, ‘the v.worst British, & Americans, only 
concerned in money and property – ugh!); to Maine; to 
Connecticut (where she met Anais Nin, ‘at least seventy, 

146 Alan Burns, ‘Ann 
Quin: A Personal 
Note’, (London: Sewell 
Archive, 1974)
  
147 Letter to Sewell, 
10th February 1973, 
(London: Sewell 
Archive)
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looks thirty,’ and Mark Rothko, ‘who looks a businessman 
and is I’m sure!’ at a book launch for Margarite Young); 
to New Mexico; to San Francisco; to Sausalito; to L.A.148  
Polaroids from her time at the Lawrence Ranch suggest 
she liked lounging on the decking; wearing psychedelic 
prints; smoking the state’s cheap cigarettes; playing with 
her lover’s children. It was here that she would strike up 
a relationship with Sward, which lasted many years. From 
his journals, and her letters, it is apparent that it possessed 
them both, a passionate consumption, that was also violent 
in its all-encompassing scale. Sward resisted ‘A’s implicit 
insistence on herself as center’, doubted their ability to live, 
and work, under the same roof: ‘Hell is often people. Hell is 
often writers. Hell is any writer = Real doubt about living 
w/A and working at the writing’149; while Quin only de-
manded a merging of their creative and sexual drives, even 
drawing up terms for a 3-4 week stay (the return of ‘the 
list’). She refuses to get up when sick/hung-over; demands he 
give her the best all-view work room; asks him to whip me at 
least 3 times a night day, invites him to realise your fantasies 
in my presence.150 
 
Together they wrote through their trips, translating their 
image tics into text itself. Quin preferred to call it a break-
through, eliciting in her an expansive vision, full of colourful 
forms inside and out: a prop to writing: 

Peyote verified and made concrete things I’d 
thought about, and made fantasies more real. It 
made an outer reality, and outer landscape seem 
equivalent to an inner landscape. It seemed to make 
all things possible. I just found that when I did 
write, it all seemed to tie up, and I don’t think it 

148 Letter to Sewell, 
28th October 1964, 
(London: Sewell 
Archive)
  
149 Sward’s Journal #36, 
10th November 1967, 
(Olin Library)

150 Letter to Sward, 17th 
October 1966, (Olin 
Library)
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would have been the same if I hadn’t had this ex-
perience of drugs.151  

 
Quin’s hallucinogenic enlightenment reminds me of R.D. 
Laing’s ‘anti-psychiatry’ experiments at Kingsley Hall in 
the late 1960s, where patients were given LSD to guide 
them through their trauma; and it’s just as haunted by Bur-
roughs’s tripped-out aphorisms of Nova Express (1964): ‘The 
hallucinogen drugs shift the scanning pattern of “reality” 

so that we see a different “reality”…’152 In Tripticks, these 
scanning patterns are rendered in a rapid series of images; 
they move restlessly throughout the text, to the point where 
the language is always accreting more stuff. References to 
film noir collide with science-fiction; collide with pornogra-
phy; collide with advertising: often formalised in typically 
Quin-style lists of pictographic panelling: 

Prostitute   half-bra of shimmering satin 
the sensational supported the under bust urging 
her up and out and leaving her excitingly bare but 
fully supported

Lesbian   a penis-aid to assist, 
non-toxic, flesh-like material with LIFE-LIKE 
VEINS

Nymphet   grease-resistant – easy 
to clean. Soft. Pliable. 

Flagellist   a raised clitoral stim-
ulator. Comes in three colours. EBONY. BROWN. 
FLESH-COLOUR153

151 Quin quoted in 
Hall, ‘The Mighty 
Quin’
  
152 Burroughs cited in 
Sadie Plant, Writing on 
Drugs, (London: Faber 
and Faber, 1999), p. 
108
  
153 Quin, Tripticks, pp. 
40-41
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Quin appropriates Butor’s enumerative techniques of New 
Novel fiction; she abuses the form, turns sex into a perfor-
mance to be packaged and sold, only to make the product 
strange by the nature of its nonsense-syntax. The list-form 
breaks down the textual insides of the porn-brochure, ex-
tracts its materials, robs it of any human emotion; turns it 
into a care-label of catalogued words. 

Images such as this function as chromatic interruptions to 
the roaming road-trip narrative, hallucinated tangents that 
resist the resolution of story, further complicated by Carol 
Annand’s cartoon graphics. Spawned from a short story of 
the same name that was published in 1968, Tripticks is built 
from the episodic. The story won first prize in a creative 
writing and drugs contest sponsored by Ambit. And in the 
notes to ‘Plan for the Assassination of Jacqueline Kennedy’, 
the tenth chapter of The Atrocity Exhibition, Ballard describes 
how Lord Goodman threatened legal action against Ambit 
for such a prize, despite Quin’s drug-of-fiction being the 
oral contraceptive.154 But for Quin, the effects were similarly 
convulsive: her raw experiences are thus translated into a 
form equally as raw, the fiction realising the fact. 

Sadie Plant memorialises the drug-dependent writer: ‘Give 
these writers drugs, and all the lines connect… Characters 
and authors lose their plots. Words break down, letters 
flicker on the screen, theories decompose, notes trip each 
other up, plans are trodden underfoot.’155 Tripticks’ style 
suggests the same kind of linguistic abandon, as formal 
fragmentation and syntactical decomposition defines how 
the text acts, and misbehaves. The surface speaks of what 
the novel contains: content and character are but mute by-
standers. For example, as the narrator divulges his dreams, 
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his person fades with Quin’s language of eternal scope; the 
transgressive elements of his dreams are matched, and then 
exploded, by the words used to picture them. She gives voice 
to the prohibited, making public the mind’s dirty insides:
 

In dreams at the time I was forever pursued, and 
attempting the most amazing death-defying bat-
tles ever fought. In one dream both women had 
bald-headed lovers with pubic hair around their 
mouths. They changed into Oriental women I 
came across in a room, both menstruating at the 
same time. Another dream haunted me for days. I 
seemed to be kneeling in a small ice-cave, looking 
out on an extinct volcano dominating surround-
ing fields of cinda dunes, lava squeeze ups, spatten 
cones and inactive hot springs…156

These dreamlike descriptions are figured as refractions, se-
mantic departures that push language into spaces typically 
inexpressible: sex, body, trance, trip. Excursions from the 
journey; off the novel’s beaten track. If you try and connect 
the swirling dots of Tripticks you will fail; to read it is to 
experience dream, the structural disharmonic. 
 
As Quin ventriloquizes the sadist subconscious, and hal-
lucinations are translated into pit-stop paragraphs – im-
age transcribed in language, the trance-like transgressions 
loosely confined to the novel’s content, become central to 
the trance-like transgressions happening at the level of the 
text itself. In one image-trip, the narrator – a fractured 
subject of ‘many names. Many faces’157 – fantasises over his 
second wife’s primordial performance-art, a sort of Karen 
Finley character who has traded shit for pretzel dough. But 

156 Quin, Tripticks, p. 68
  
157 Quin, Tripticks, p. 7

158 Quin, Tripticks, 
p. 108
  
159 Quin, Tripticks, 
p. 101
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over and above being a contextual reference, or an anchor to 
content, it alludes to the work Quin is doing with language 
itself: she makes it atavistic, corporeal, and crude, forsaking 
the systematic manipulation of metaphor, in favour of a 
reflex poetic of candid ‘confession’.  
 
This style is put to its extreme in the correspondence section 
of the novel, as Quin suggests the space of letter-writing to 
be inscribed with visceral fantasies, relayed in a form that 
is ephemeral, but embodied. The carnal act of writing is 
an immediate translation of the private-erotic into more 
public forms of communication. It is also the only part of 
this piecemeal novel when the nameless narrator is silenced: 
as is the case with Dick, all of his letters have got lost in 
the mail – he uses them like ‘scatter-shit’158; and so all that 
remains is a chorus-correspondence of his x-wives’ replies. 
(I find only Ann’s letters to her lovers too.)
 
In a letter titled ‘Stereophonic Superman’, the ‘Karate Kit-
ten’ confesses to her junkie daydreaming; writing him as 
the object of her gaze: 

One of the requirements to get where I’m at is that 
you have to dig fucking and doping… I like the 
new. I want you to have a toothpick in your ear 
and a purple boot on your right foot. But there 
you are in a gold metal joy suit, zapped into a wall 
socket and sexlessly a/ceeing and d/ceeing your 
artificial heart.159 

 
In the act of inscription, she transgresses her role as his 
silenced sex-object: her schizo-semantics shout louder. And 
in a later letter headed ‘Herculean Change’, the Karate 
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Kitten jokes as a matter of discourse, a cackling revenge-
ful laughter, transmitted via an aphorism: ‘Any attempt 
to pump life and humour into such a corpse as you have 
become is like fucking a mattress.’160 The letter is a literary 
object of dispersal, a powerful interlude where the act of 
writing is figured as libidinal insurgence: a bodily riposte, 
automatic and perverse. An urgent literature of urges. It 
occurs before the methodology of the writer has mired it 
in metaphor, before the sludge of lyric has made it sink: 
before the archive has made it safe. Form fighting back, 
this is Quin rescuing language, and experience, from the 
mechanics of narrative: she writes over and through the 
personal, deforming it to perverse. 
 
For in the climax of the novel, Quin suggests the need for 
a brasher language, where the subconscious might scream 
its fantasies; the body no longer outlawed to speak: 

I discovered a breathing space, but a space before 
the scream inside me was working itself loose. A 
scream that came from a long series of emotional 
changes…The pulpit could become an extension 
of my voice, my skin, my dreams.161 

In a mode of utopian transgression, the narrator sees this 
linguistic eruption as a tactic, a means to dissolving the 
‘false and ideological constructs about the world’; but this 
communicative agency is stopped dead in its tracks: ‘I 
opened my mouth, no words. Only the words of others I 
saw, like ads, texts, psalms, from those who had attempted 
to persuade me into their systems.’162 This is Quin per-
forming her own cut-and-paste discourse, an insertion 
of theoretical ‘idea’ into an excessive text of plagiarised 

160 Quin, Tripticks, 
p. 116
  
161 Quin, Tripticks, 
pp. 191-192
  
162 Quin, Tripticks, 
p. 192
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material. A meeting of mind and body: as subconscious 
images find form in words – a verbal sort of orgasm – it 
is akin to metamorphosis, an unruly act. 

It is almost carnal how Quin commingles her forms. Closer 
to conceptual music, fiction is thus freed from narrative, 
and within this unchartered space, unmapped by literary 
jurisdiction, the body can talk: it can write itself in its 
own sinful syntax. A language of hysteria; she writes like a 
serious hysteric. By inscribing the blank page with desire, 
dreams and discourse, Quin stones content into submission; 
suggests language itself to be an agent of change. Blurring 
the ‘I’ of authorship, Quin turns the writing of the raw-self 
into a transgressive act, a gush of language, which cannot be 
contained by the instruments of genre. Linguistic material 
can be anything and everything: confession rewritten as 
concept, an edited edifice. For it is in Quin’s final novel, 
where she begins to perform the ‘transfiction’ with even 
more visceral intent: splicing pornography, with politics, 
with the personal, and with poetry, Quin screams, even 
if her fake-characters cannot. She uses, and abuses, what’s 
confidential… what’s technically forbidden. 
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It is a rebel-tactic that would be adopted by Kathy Acker 
a generation later. Reading like an afterword to Tripticks, 
in Empire of the Senseless, she writes: 

Ten years ago it seemed possible to destroy 
language through language: to destroy language 
which normalizes and controls by cutting that 
language. Nonsense would attack the empire-
making (empirical) empire of language, the prisons 
of meaning. But this nonsense, since it depended 
on sense, simply pointed back to the normalizing 
institutions… Thus, an attack on the institutions 
of prison via language would demand the use of 
language or languages which aren’t acceptable, 
which are forbidden.163 

Nonfictional aphorisms such as these are laced throughout 
Acker’s texts; she makes it read like theory, only to 
unmask the fictional construct; refusing to be bracketed 
by the discourse, she performs it, in words unshackled. 
Linguistic manifesto opens up a fictional space cut loose 
from the mechanisms of genre, enabling forbidden 
languages, such as sex, self, and the stolen text to speak. 
(The body squats itself in writing unbound from the terms 
of tenancy.) Copyright infringement is just another form 
of correspondence: from writer to writer: infinite letters 
to the text. 

 A year after Tripticks was published saw the arrival of a 
mysterious pseudonym, the ‘Black Tarantula’: writing as 
herself, and around herself, fictionalising confession into 
a mode of attack, she broke into padlocked houses, stole 
manuscripts at night. ‘Legal is illegal to me. It’s all the 

after (ann’s) words

163 Kathy Acker, 
Empire of the Senseless, 
(New York: Grove 
Weidenfeld, 1988), 
p. 134
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fucking same.’164 The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula is 
ripped from Alexander Trocchi’s first novel, Helen and Desire 
(1954) – he was Quin’s friend and one-time pot connection; 
as well as Lesley Blanch’s lascivious Middle-Eastern romp, 
The Wilder Shores of Love (1954). The narrator’s suggestion 
that ‘All I have left is my writing’165 is a stand-in for Acker, 
as it is her shuffling of the erotic material; her extension of 
its syntax; the method in her madness – the language itself, 
which renders the counterfeit as creative: an act of renewal. 

For example, in the following passage, the extracted 
pornographic content is elongated and stretched; made 
strange; transgressed, by Acker’s own semantic composition, 
a generative reply, a hundred times louder than Alex 
(another silent ‘Dick’): ‘… I begin to swim naked the long 
muscles running around my ass down the backs of long 
legs relax, my body opens at my cunt, I’m alone I laugh 
talk to the ocean my pickle paul lizzy dizzy fizzy cluckle 
clark...’166 Acker’s parroted plagiarism is mimicry made-up, 
both in the fictional sense of the term, and in the aesthetic: 
it is a language of artificial rearrangement. But insofar as it 
role-plays different modes of writing, it also strips language 
down to its parts: an exposé of the intertextual. Occupied 
by others’ texts, she empties out its structures, and starts 
again; answering back with an edit, she thus occupies the 
original, squatting in its place. A letter to the forbidden. 

Lynne Tillman’s short story ‘To Find Words’167 is similarly 
rooted in the urge to investigate, to turn inside out, and 
over. First published in a Serpent’s Tail collection of short 
stories that look to rewrite the doctor’s note of demonology, 
it documents the process of writing a fictional fiction, in 
the Acker mode, that blends literary theory and bodily 

164 Kathy Acker, (1990) 
‘In Memoriam to 
Identity’ in Essential 
Acker: The Selected 
Writings of Kathy Acker, 
(New York: Grove 
Press, 2002), p. 290
  
165 Kathy Acker, (1973) 
‘The Childlike Life of 
the Black Tarantula’ 
in Essential Acker: 
The Selected Writings 
of Kathy Acker, (New 
York: Grove Press, 
2002), p. 23

166 Kathy Acker, ‘The 
Childlike Life of the 
Black Tarantula’, p. 24

167 Lynne Tillman, ‘To 
Find Words’ (1992) in 
The Madame Realism 
Complex, (New York: 
Semiotext(e), 1992)

168 Duras, Writing, 
p. 63
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vibrations in a form that is knowingly hysterical. It knows its 
own method; to call it vulnerable would be a misreading. 
Like Acker and Kraus, and other ‘Native Agents’, Tillman 
is a novelist that writes through writing itself; channels it as 
an act of knowing and unknowing, forging correspondence 
through a collaged network of forms. Figments of Quin 
are fragmented by Acker; fictionalised by Kraus; fleshed 
out by Tillman: the novel as a barrage of letters to one 
another, forsaking the personal with formal flux. This is 
fiction feigning itself, out of former forms: a deformation, 
as generative as it is deconstructive. 
 
Tillman is a writer as engaged with writing art objects as with 
writing fiction – in fact for her, the two are interchangeable; 
Acker wrote as much art criticism in the fictional mode 
as she wrote fiction nonfictionally; and Kraus, too, is a 
writer whose criticism and fiction are equally embedded in 
the conceptual workings of contemporary art. Like Quin, 
their writing is flogged in art bookshops; or published by 
‘Art-Writing’ journals, such as Lynne Tillman’s short story 
‘That’s How Wrong My Love Is’ in The Happy Hypocrite. This 
is literature and art messaging one another, referencing one 
another, because of a dissipation of discipline, and proximity 
of context. The literary turn in art: a response to the artistic 
turn in literature? There is a closeness of matter, made meta, 
for sure: from Elizabeth Price’s films and found objects; 
to the ‘Semina’ novels; to Moyra Davey’s collaged essay-
writing; to Acker’s plagiarised pornography; to Ann Quin’s 
fictional fabric of cut-and-pasted text: the overriding stuff is 
language. Language in its most dissolute, and naked form: 
a ‘writing of words alone’168, where the revision of the verbal 
is refigured as an art practice in itself. 
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But while Quin’s primary preoccupation was with the 
written texture of life itself – words as erotic objects, 
as mobile as metaphor; and Kraus, Acker and Tillman’s 
novels are just as anti-genre in their structural, syntactical 
and subject-making/breaking make-up, I worry that the 
cultural space that has come to be branded as ‘Art-Writing’ 
relies too heavily on its reference points. Reiterations 
of what these writers were doing twenty, thirty, forty 
years ago; all of the anti-narrative clichés: a forgetting 
of character, plot and temporal structure. Rather than 
rewriting fiction, it is revisiting such fictional tropes, as 
a way of writing about art, through fictional constructs: 
transcription, and translation. Reprinting too: the most 
recent journal of The Happy Hypocrite169 gained much of its 
content through making lost texts public: the novel theory, 
in the case of Barthes’s final lecture The Preparation of the 
Novel 1 and 2 (1978), and the novel itself, Johnny Got His 
Gun (1939), a book that forgets commas in the same way 
as Quin’s Three. The 2008 issue was even titled Hunting and 
Gathering170, which pretty much encapsulates its formal 
discourse of pickpocketed prose. It is almost parasitical; 
prose with an excess of process, a flattened-out mapping 
of historical co-ordinates. 

The method is akin to Quin’s Tripticks, inscriptions of 
correspondence, of making one text speak to another, but 
it lacks something; there is an absence of flesh, and its verbal 
texture. The raw stuff has been silenced. Perhaps if this kind 
of ‘Art-Writing’ began to re-edit the ‘I’, to transFORM the 
body through language, to face up to its oppressors with 
form itself, then it might have a chance of writing that 
‘transfiction’, rather than just writing through past ones. A 
letter from demands a letter to: correspondence, as action. 

169 Maria Fusco, The 
Happy Hypocrite: What 
Am I?, (Book Works: 
London, Spring/
Summer 2010)
  
170 Maria Fusco, The 
Happy Hypocrite: 
Hunting and Gathering, 
(Book Works: London, 
Autumn 2008)
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The medium of ‘Art-Writing’ offers potential, however; 
insofar as it is closer to contemporary visual art – where 
body-bio-fictions are rewritten and performed, than to 
‘literature’s’ publishing centre – where self and concept 
are held at arm’s length; it is a cultural space of looming 
transgression. Tillman is editing the next issue of The 
Happy Hypocrite, due to be published in June 2013; perhaps 
this could be the moment conceptual ‘Art-Writing’ will 
start to flirt with the life’s stuff: of text, texture and body? 
Write in night-time ink?  Following on from Quin, and 
Acker, and Tillman, it is here that ‘confession’ need not 
be confined to locket-texts, but can in fact re-emerge 
in edited fictions: the self as syntax, a writer’s revenge, 
moving restlessly through words. The writer need not 
cover up what’s raw with character; instead it can expose 
it in language; trip life up with L.E.T.T.E.R.S, smash 
the narcissistic narrative into submission: an experience 
of form working. To engrave, distort, and erupt the self 
in fictions, in forms as convulsive as the body itself, is a 
violent act of writing: an intervention, a postscript return, 
and a haunting reminder that language is matter. Quin, 
as the secretary-art-witch-authoress knew this all along… 
when she scrawled over those shitty letters of yesterday. 
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